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Rautaruukki Construction is developing a new frame system for shopping centres. This 
Master of Science Thesis is part of the project. The frame system is based on continuous 
steel trusses and composite steel columns. Floors are typically hollow core slabs. 
 The structural characteristics of shopping centre buildings were researched by 
examining executed targets in Finland, Sweden and Norway. In analyzed frames the 
first two storeys are typically parking levels. Above parking levels are hypermarket and 
commercial levels.  On the roof is a technical level. All floor to floor heights and 
clearances were defined by target reviews. In the parking levels the columns grid is 17,0 
x 5,4 m2 and in the upper levels 17,0 x 10,8 m2. The height of steel trusses is determined 
by optimizing consumptions of steel and required stiffness and also by ensuring 
adequate routing space for HVACE-utilities. Loads are determined by usage of levels 
and by Eurocodes. 
Four static frame models were analyzed. The static function of the frame and 
critical loads were clarified. The largest loads 5-10 kN/m2 were applied on hypermarket 
and commercial levels and 2,5 kN/m2 was applied on parking levels. The research 
exhibited that the size of columns was determined by N-M resistance not the sway-
factor αcr. The factor αcr is in all researched frame models over 10 so frames are non-
sway. Using continuous steel trusses instead of one-bay trusses the circular section of 
middle columns is about 50 - 100 mm larger.  
 The frame of the shopping centre must be adaptable and configurable. Structural 
elements that limit the use of space, such as shear walls, bracings and struts, should be 
avoided or minimized in order to improve the efficiency of the space. In all analyzed 
frame models the stiffness of the continuous steel truss – composite column -system 
guaranteed the stability in the direction of frame. The stability in opposite direction was 
not been checked in this research but it is normally carried out by steel bracings. Topics 
for future research could be among other things optimizing of continuous steel truss, 
development of joints between continuous trusses and columns and development of 
dimension tools for unbraced frame. 
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Rautaruukki Oyj on kehittämässä uutta runkojärjestelmää kauppakeskuksille. Tämä 
diplomityö on osa hanketta.  Runkoratkaisussa ontelolaattavälipohjia kannattavat 
jatkuvat teräsristikot ja pilareina ovat teräksiset liittopilarit. 
 Työssä tutustuttiin kauppakeskusrakennuksen rungon vaatimuksiin tutkimalla 
toteutettuja kauppakeskuksia Suomessa, Ruotsissa ja Norjassa. Kohteiden perusteella 
päädyttiin runkoon, jossa kaksi ensimmäistä kerrosta ovat parkkitasoja. Parkkitasojen 
päällä on hypermarketkerros sekä kaupallisia kerroksia. Ylimpänä on tekninentila. 
Vapaat huonekorkeudet ja kerroskorkeudet määritettiin kohdekatsauksen perusteella.  
Parkkihalleissa pilarijako on 17,0 x 5,4 m2 ja ylemmissä kerroksissa 17,0 x 10,8 m2. 
Teräsristikkojen korkeudet määriteltiin optimoimalla teräsmenekki ja teräksen lujuus 
sekä LVI-tekniikan läpivientien tarve. Kuormat määriteltiin tasojen toimintojen ja EC:n 
mukaan. 
Rungosta tehtiin neljä staattista mallia, joiden perusteella selvitettiin rungon 
toiminta ja kriittiset kuormitukset. Suurimmat hyötykuormat 5-10 kN/m2 ovat 
hypermarket ja kaupallisilla tasoilla, kun taas parkkitasojen hyötykuorma on 2,5 kN/m2. 
Tutkimus osoitti, että pilareiden koon määrää riittävän N-M kestävyyden 
saavuttaminen, eikä niinkään kehän sivusiirtyvyystekijä αcr. Kerroin αcr on kaikissa 
tutkituissa kehämalleissa yli 10, joten kehät ovat sivusiirtymättömiä. Jatkuvia ristikoita 
käytettäessä pyöreät keskipilarit ovat noin 50 - 100 mm suuremmat kuin mitä 
yksiaukkoisia ristikoita käytettäessä. 
Kauppakeskuksen rungon tulee olla muuntojoustava. Tilaa rajoittavia 
elementtejä, kuten runkoa jäykistäviä porraskuiluja ja väliseiniä sekä ristikoita ja 
pukkeja, tulisi välttää tai niiden määrä tulisi minimoida, jotta tila pystytään 
hyödyntämään mahdollisimman tehokkaasti. Tutkituissa tapauksissa jatkuva 
teräsristikko - liittopilari -järjestelmän jäykkyys riittää takaamaan kehälle riittävän 
stabiiliuden kehän suunnassa. Kehään nähden vastakkaisen suunnan stabiliteettia ei 
tässä tutkimuksessa tarkasteltu, mutta se hoidetaan normaalisti teräksisillä 
jäykisteristikoilla. Seuraavia tutkimusaiheita hankkeen tiimoilta voisivat olla muun 
muassa jatkuvan ristikkopalkin optimointi, ristikon ja pilarin liitosten kehitys ja 
sivusiirtyvän kehän mitoitusohjelman kehitys.  
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NOTATION 
 
Symbols 
Latin upper case letters 
A                      is the area 
A0            is the basic area 
Ce                                      is the exposure coefficient 
Ct                             is the thermal coefficient 
E    is the modulus of elasticity 
Fcr is the elastic critical buckling load for global instability 
mode based on initial elastic stiffnesses 
FEd                       is the design loading on the structure 
Gkj,sup/     are the upper/lower characteristic value of permanent 
Gkj,inf    action j 
HEd           is the design value of the horizontal reaction at the bottom  
of the storey to the horizontal loads and fictitious 
horizontal loads 
I                                         is the second moment of area 
K               is the effective stiffness coefficients (I/L) 
L                                        is the system length of a member                                 
Lc                                      is the theoretical buckling length 
MSd           is the design value of the total moment 
Qk                                       is the characteristic value of a variable concentrated load 
Vcr                                      is the buckling load according to the frame elasticity 
theory 
VEd            is the total design vertical load on the structure on the  
       bottom of the storey 
VSd                   is the design value of the vertical total load 
Wel           is the elastic section modulus of member 
Latin lower case letters 
b                                          is the width of the structure [m] 
cd                    is the dynamic factor 
cdir                                      is the directional factor 
ce(z)                      is the exposure factor 
cf,o                                    is the force coefficient of structures or structural  
                                         elements without free-end flow 
cs                              is the size factor 
cseason                       is the seasonal factor 
d                                        is the depth of the structure [m] 
fy           is the yield strength of member 
gk                                         is the weight per unit area, or weight per unit length 
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h                       is the height of construction work [m] 
ls                                        is the length of snow drift or snow loaded area [m]  
m                                        is the number of columns in a row 
n                                 is the number of storeys 
P             is the relevant representative value of a prestressing action  
qb             is the reference mean (basic) velocity pressure 
qk                                         is the characteristic value of a uniformly distributed load,  
                     or line load 
s                      is the snow load on the roof [kN/m2] 
sk                                       is the characteristic value of snow on the ground at the 
          relevant site [kN/m2] 
u                                         is the horizontal displacement of a structure or structural  
                                member 
vb                       is the basic wind velocity 
vb,0                               is the fundamental value of the basic wind velocity 
w            is the vertical deflection of a structural member 
ze, zi             are the reference height for external wind action,  
         internal pressure 
Greek lower case letters 
α                     is the pitch of a roof, measured from horizontal [°] 
αA                                       is the reduction factor 
αcr           is the factor by which the design loads would have to be  
        increased to cause elastic instability in a global mode 
αh             is the reduction factor for height h applicable to columns 
αm             is the reduction factor for the number of columns in a row 
αn                                        is the reduction factor 
γ                                              is the weight density of snow [kN/m3] 
γM0                is the partial factor for resistance of cross-sections  
        whatever the class is 
γM1            is the partial factor for resistance of members to  
             instability assessed by member checks 
γM2            is the partial factor for resistance of cross-sections in  
        tension to fracture 
δH,Ed            is the horizontal displacement at the top of the storey,  
         relative to the bottom of the storey 
η                                         is the distribution factor 
λ                                        is the slenderness ratio 
λ̅                                       is the non dimensional slenderness 
μ                                     is the snow load shape coefficient 
µs                                       is the snow load shape coefficient due to sliding of snow 
                   from the upper roof 
µw                                      is the snow load shape coefficient due to wind 
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ρ                            is the density 
φ                                          is the global initial sway imperfection 
φ0                                    is the basic value for global initial sway imperfection 
ψr             is the reduction factor of force coefficient for square  
         sections with rounded corners 
ψλ                      is the reduction factor of force coefficient for structural  
                   elements with end-effects 
ψ0                                     is the factor for combination value of a variable action 
ψ1                                    is the factor for frequent value of a variable action 
ψ2                                   is the factor for quasi-permanent value of a variable action 
                                   
Terms and definitions 
Buckling length  system length of an otherwise similar member with pinned 
ends, which has the same buckling resistance as a given 
member or segment of a member 
Frame           the whole or a portion of a structure, comprising an          
assembly of directly connected structural elements, 
designed to act together to resist load; this term refers to 
both moment-resisting frames and triangulated frames; it      
covers both plane frames and three-dimensional frames 
GLA Gross leasable area 
Global analysis           the determination of a consistent set of internal forces and 
moments in a structure, which are in equilibrium with a 
particular set of actions on the structure 
Irreversible serviceability limit states 
serviceability limit states where some consequences of 
actions exceeding the specified service requirements will 
remain when the actions are removed 
Limit states  states beyond which the structure no longer fulfills the 
relevant design criteria 
Reversible serviceability limit states 
serviceability limit states where no consequences of actions 
exceeding the specified service requirements will remain 
when the actions are removed 
Serviceability limit states  states that correspond to conditions beyond which specified 
service requirements for a structure or structural member 
are no longer met 
Structural analysis  procedure or algorithm for determination of action effects in 
every point of a structure 
Structural model  idealization of the structural system used for the purposes of 
analysis, design and verification 
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Ultimate limit states  states associated with collapse or with other similar forms of 
structural failure 
 
Definitions of Retail Centres 
Entertainment Centre An entertainment centre in comprised of more than one 
building. It is occupied by companies focused on leisure 
services, such as cinemas, gyms, restaurants, leisure goods 
dealers, and theme parks. An entertainment centre has joint 
management and marketing. [2, p. 124] 
(Factory) Outlet Centre Factory outlet centres are comprised of more than one 
commercial building. They typically contain speciality 
retailers concentrating on selling single brands. The low 
price level is due to a product range that does not include 
newest collections. Outlet centres operate outside city 
centres and they have joint management and marketing. 
There are no outlet centres in Finland. [2, p. 123] 
Home Centre Home centres are comprised of a number of retailers of 
renovation and interior design items located in the same 
building [2, p. 124] 
Hypermarket Centre A hypermarket centre is comprised of a single commercial 
building containing a hypermarket and at least 10 other 
retail outlets or other services. These all open onto a 
covered walkway. The hypermarket’s share is more than 
50% of the property’s total area. [2, p. 123] 
Indoor Market An indoor market is an entity composed of specialist 
grocery outlets, located in the city centre, with personal 
service and with stalls which face an interior walkway. 
Indoor markets have on joint management and few have 
joint marketing. [2, p. 123] 
Lifestyle Centre Lifestyle centres are comprised of more than one 
commercial building opening onto an outdoor space and 
which have a lot of speciality dealers and restaurants. The 
design aims for a complete, urban milieu on a particular 
theme. They are characterized by the rich use of decoration 
and street furniture. Lifestyle centres have on anchor tenant, 
but they do have joint management and marketing. There 
are no lifestyle centres in Finland. [2, p. 124] 
Other commercial Centres Other commercial centres are comprised of one or more 
commercial buildings in which a number or retailers operate 
and which are not included in any of other definitions 
given. [2, p. 124] 
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Retailers’ department store A retailers’ department store has a number of retail outlets 
separated by fittings. Some traders operating in a retailers’ 
department store may have separate units, either legally or 
because of security concerns. Retailers’ department stores 
are almost always in a city centre and have joint 
management and marketing. There are on retailers’ 
department stores in Finland. [2, p. 123]  
Retail Park Retail parks are comprised of more than one commercial 
building. They house mainly speciality shops. Retail parks 
are usually located outside city centre districts, are one- 
storey, and face a joint parking area. [2, p. 123] 
Shopping Centre A shopping centre consists of a commercial building in 
which retail outlet and services open inwards onto a 
walkway or concourse. The gross leasable area is generally 
at least 5 000 sq.m. Shopping centres have at least 10 retail 
outlets. A mall has one or more anchor tenants and a 
number of key traders as well as other retailers and services. 
The service may be either commercial or public. A single 
trader may not exceed 50% of the total commercial space. 
Shopping centres have joint management and marketing. [2, 
p. 122] 
Strip Centre  A strip centre is comprised of one or more commercial 
buildings in which the retail outlets mostly face an open 
space [2, p. 123]. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background of research 
Rautaruukki has completed during last ten years several multi-storey frames in which 
the truss girders is used in decks. One shopping mall was very unique and innovative. In 
this building the frame was stabilized my moment rigid conjunctions between truss 
girders and columns. The two lowest floors (K1 and K2) were parking levels. First and 
second floors were for commercial facilities. The third floor was technical space. In 
parking levels the distribution of column was chosen as 5,3 x 17,0 m2 and in 
commercial levels as 10,6 x 17 m2. In parking levels the frame was made of pre-cast 
concrete members and longitudinal stability of the frame was executed by using 
diagonal pre-fab concrete struts and concrete walls. In other direction the column-beam 
concrete frame stiffened itself. In commercial level the frame was combined of 2-bay 
prefabricated composite columns and continuous composite steel trusses. In these floors 
longitudinal stability was maintained by composite columns and non-bearing stiffener 
trusses, partly bracings and in other way the frame was rigid and stabilized itself. Frame 
of the third level was steel frame. The frame was mostly functioning as unbraced frame. 
There are several customer values and sound argumentations to use rigid frame 
instead of braced frame. One crucial requirement is adaptability of space. Because the 
frame stabilizes itself in direction of the frame there is no need for shear walls or 
bracings which will prevent or make future renovations very expensive. By using steel 
trusses the HVACE-utilities has free penetration through them and the floor to floor 
height is a bit lower than using pre-fabricated pre-tensioned concrete members. Because 
the floor to floor height is lower, façade area is reduced and some material costs are 
saved.  Also the total gross-volume of the building is smaller and so money is saved 
during the whole life cycle of the estate. 
Rautaruukki is developing sustainable new technologies and design solutions to 
improve the efficiency of the construction process, to shorten construction time and to 
reduce the amount of work done on site. That created an interest to develop described 
rigid frame even more competitive with sound and robust customer and technical 
values. 
1.2 Objective of research  
Objective of the research was at the beginning to examine the main functions and 
structural characteristics of shopping malls. Where are the shopping malls located? How 
do people get there? How is the public transport been taken into account? What about 
parking?  What are the functions located in estate? What do they require from the 
property? How many storeys shopping malls usually have? What frame structures has 
been used? The idea was to find qualities for average shopping mall frame. When these 
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qualities were found and identified frame model was made using average number of 
storeys and floor to floor heights. Also functions for all storeys were defined.  
Second goal was to research and found the typical frame structure. The frame 
has composite columns and steel trusses in all storeys. Objective was to discover some 
new qualities that speak convincingly for continuous steel trusses and possible rigid 
frame. And of course to find out if the chosen frame can be made without bracing.  
1.3 Implementation of research  
The background research was implemented by exploring the archive files of Finnmap 
Consulting Oy and Rautaruukki to find information of executed targets. From these 
shopping malls a very detailed prefacing was made for Ruukki. In this thesis and in 
briefings for Ruukki all shopping malls were kept anonym. Information was also tried to 
acquire from several organizations and unions of building sector as well as straight from 
shopping mall management in Sweden, Finland and Norway. 
The frame analysis was made by using Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis 
Professional 2013. All analysis was made as a preliminary calculation just to find out is 
the chosen rigid frame working as sway or non-sway and of course to get some 
perception of the sizes of frame members. 
1.4 Scope of research  
The background research for executed shopping malls was limited to Finland, Sweden 
and Norway. Suitable number of targets to be researched more closely was chosen to be 
from five to fifteen.  
The frame was chosen to be examined only using plane analysis and calculations 
were made only as preliminary precision. Limit to αcr was set to be over five. Detailed 
calculations for steel trusses and composite columns were not made in this thesis. Also 
joints between beams and columns and their places were not designed. Fire situation 
was not taken in to account in this research and neither was installing situation. 
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2 REVIEW OF SHOPPING CENTRES IN SWEDEN, 
NORWAY AND FINLAND 
 
Sweden’s population is concentrated around the lake Mälaren valley with capital 
Stockholm as a hub. Another growth area is the Öresund region with the cities 
Gothenburg and Malmö. The country has a long shopping centre tradition dating back to 
the early 1950ies. The world’s first planned and enclosed shopping centre was actually 
built in the north of Sweden in 1955. With a population of 9,4 million, the shopping 
centre GLA per inhabitant is all of 0,67 m2. Retail sales has had a 14 year long period of 
very strong growth, +44% since year 2000 with a more modest growth 1,5% for 2011 
which has been extremely volatile. The inflation is forecasted to be 3,0%. The country’s 
economy is strong with governmental finances in very good order. Interest rates are 
low. Yet, due to the European crises, consumer confidence is lame although sound 
national fundamentals are still in place. Occupier demand is still high, both from 
national and international retailers. A higher growth is again predicted for the years to 
come. 22 new centres are in pipeline until 2015 on a total of over 600 000 m2 GLA and 
also 19 expansions of existing centres adding another 230 000 m2. [6, p. 5] 
Norway is one of the richest countries in the world due to huge oil findings. 
GDP per inhabitant is 65 922 Euro. Retail sales in 2010 amounted to 74,8 billion Euro. 
Since 2005 the increase has been 18,5%. 2011 has so far been very volatile, but 
remaining positive. The market share for shopping centres is 32%. Shopping centre 
GLA per inhabitant is 0,67 m2, same as for Sweden. Apart from the 266 centres counted 
here, Norway has a lot of centres smaller than 5 000 m2 GLA. Planning regulations limit 
the possibilities for centre developments outside of city borders. Most of the  new centre 
GLA is hence expansions of existing centres. One new centre and 15 expansions are 
known to be in pipeline until 2016. Consumer confidence is rather high and retail sales 
has increased by 2,5% in 2011. [6, p. 5] 
The majority of Finland’s population is living in the capital Helsinki area with 
nearby cities like Espoo and Vantaa. This region also has a high concentration of 
shopping centres, 29 out of the 81 centres are to be found there. Retail sales in shopping 
centres grew +1,8% for 2010 and landed on 5 851,6 million Euro. The market share for 
pure shopping centres is 14%, hypermarket centres excluded. Retail sales per square 
meter in enclosed centres average is 3 550 euro/ m2. Eight new centres are in pipeline 
for the coming 3-year period on a combined GLA of some 230 000 m2 and also nine 
expansions of existing centres. Retail sales increased 4% in 2010. Consumer confidence 
is 2,3 and retail space demand will remain high. . [6, p. 5] 
In Table 2.1. is shown growth of shopping centres in 2000s. It presents that 
Sweden has the largest number of shopping centres, 301. Also Norway has over three 
times as many malls as Finland has. The average shopping mall size is almost same in 
Finland and Sweden. In Norway the average size of shopping malls is about 30 % 
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smaller than in other two countries. The country GLA growth during ten year is been 
over 74% in Norway, 70 % in Sweden and in Finland the GLA has doubled. 
 
Table 2.1. Growth of shopping centres GLA in 2000s. [6, p. 4] 
 
Country GLA [m2] 2000 2004 2010 Average size Nr. 
Sweden 4 273 675 5 054 957 6 199 252 20 596 301 
Norway 2 700 019 2 904 975 3 722 371 13 941 267 
Finland 861 451 1 130 396 1 646 584 20 582 81 
 
All information used in case reviews of shopping centres has been taken from 
malls home pages or from brochure Finnish Shopping Centres 2011 published by 
Finnish Council of Shopping Centres 2011. It is available in following internet site: 
http://www.rakli.fi/kky/attachements/2011-04-06T13-32-2765.pdf. Some articles 
published in Steel Construction Magazine were also used as well as brochure “Vi skapar 
framtidens mötesolatser” from Steen & Strön Sverige AB available in 
http://www.steenstrom.com/upload/se/SST%20broschyrer/SverigeBroschyren_webb.pd
f 
2.1 Case 1  
This shopping centre is located at Helsinki, Finland. It is the largest covered-in 
shopping centre in the Nordic counties which gross leasable area is 117 0131 square 
meter of which retail premises 115 144 square meters. There are more than 250 
different shops, about 30 restaurants and cafés, two department stores, 30 offices, and 3 
000 parking spaces of which covered 2 500. Locally nearby is metro station and there 
are also overall good bus connections to the centre. The centre has been built in three 
stages. The first part was completed in Autumn 1984. Second part was opened to 
visitors in September 1992 and the last expansion was finished in September 2001 when 
Piazza was opened. The centre is also currently under renovation. The sale was 451 
million euro in year 2010 and it had 20,1 million visitors.  
The third part of shopping centre is six floors height building. Basement and 
ground floors are parking garages. First and second floors have commercial facilities 
and again third and fourth floors as well as roof level are for parking. Floor to floor 
height in parking garages is from 3,3 m to 3,7 m and clearance is at least 2,2 m. In 
commercial levels storey height is from 4,7 m to 5,25 m and room height underneath 
main girders from 3,6 m to 3,9 m. HVACE-utilities limit the clearance about one meter. 
In parking levels imposed loads on the floors are 5,0 kN/m2 and in commercial floors 
7,5 kN/m2.  
The building complex is piled using drilled steel pipe piles and driven concrete 
piles. The columns are prefabricated concrete members. Main girders in first two levels 
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are WQ-beams and intermediate floors are prefabricated hollow-core slabs. In upper 
floors horizontal structure is made of pre-tensioned prefabricated concrete members and 
prefabricated composite slabs. The idea of using these structural members was to find as 
low horizontal frame structures as possible. 
The stability of the building is executed using stairwells and concrete walls. The 
ellipse-shape part is separated in two expansion joint units. Structures are required R60 
in fire situation and it’s been achieved by protected concrete layer thick enough and also 
bottom flanges of WQ-beams are fire protected. In the load bearing beams of arcade 
required fire-resistance is R60 from level +11,1 to level +23,0 and upwards from there 
R15. Column spacing is 8,4 m in x-direction and 8,7 m y-direction. Main girders are 
parallel with longer span. 
2.2 Case 2  
The second shopping mall is also the second biggest shopping mall in Finland. A gross 
leasable area is 102 000 square meter of which retail premises 97 900 square meters. 
The mall contains more than 170 shops and services including a concert hall, movie 
theater and the main library of Espoo. The newer part of the mall has many restaurants 
and smaller stores, and also multiple sport stores such as Intersport and Stadium. The 
shopping centre also has a hotel. The mall has many department stores and everyday 
commodities such as Citymarket, Prisma, Anttila, K-market, Lidl and Alko that 
increases the sale. The mall has good public transport connections. There is rail and bus 
terminal right next to the mall and it has 2 900 free five-hour parking spaces, 2000 of 
these in the parking lot under the commercial facilities, some 680 on the roof and the 
rest on the parking garage.  
The shopping mall has been built in three stages. The first part was completed in 
2003. Second part was opened to visitors in October 2005 and the residential building 
was part of this stage. It has 2720 sq. m commercial spaces and 73 free found flats. 
Second part covered 42 000 sq.m GLA and 1300 new parking spaces. The last 
expansion was finished in 2008 and covered the entertainment centre. The sale of the 
mall was 357 million euro in year 2010 and it had 21,9 million visitors.  
The parking garage underneath the shopping mall is planned aiming as free 
dimensioning as possible. The module size is been chosen as 8,1 x 13,5 meter in first 
part and 8,1 x 16,2 meter in second part. Because the distance between columns is long 
are also column loads big and foundations massive. The foundations of the block are 
made mostly using natural footings and concrete and steel piled in-situ concrete 
foundations. 
The first part of shopping centre is four floors height as well as the second part. 
First floor is parking garage in both building phases. Other floors have commercial 
facilities. Floor to floor height in parking garages is in first part 3,9 m and in second part 
about 4,0 m and clearance in second part 2,665 m. In first part clearance is 2,9 m but 
HVACE-utilities makes it partly lower. Main girders of the second part are steel trusses 
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and HVACE-utilities have free penetration trough them. In commercial levels storey 
height is from 5,3 m to 6,5 m and room height underneath main girders from 4,5 m to 
6,0 m. HVACE-utilities limit the clearance obout one meter. In parking levels imposed 
loads on the floors are 5,0 kN/m2 and in commercial floors from 5,0 to 6,0 kN/m2. In 
hypermarket level the imposed load is 8,0 kN/m2. 
In the first part the basement story is in-situ cast concrete structure. The 
groundwater level is rather high so floor and underground walls are made waterproof. 
Beams in first level are precast pre-tensioned concrete members functioning together 
with precast composite slabs and in-situ cast concrete. Columns are precast reinforced 
concrete columns. The beams in first two floors are parallel with longer span and in 
second two floors the frame turns around and the slabs are parallel with longer span. 
The rest of the frame is executed using prefabricated members. Superior columns and 
bracing trusses of the shopping centre and office are composite steel structures. 
Horizontal frame consist of WQ-beams and hollow-core slabs. In second part columns 
are composite steel columns. The main girders of parking floor decks are 1365 mm high 
steel trusses. The top chord is WQ-beam, web members are hollow steel sections and 
bottom chord is massive flat steel. In other levels main girders are WQ-beams. The floor 
structure is everywhere hollow-core slab. 
For shopping centre construction is typical transformability and transparency. 
The request from the future users was that the size of expansion joint units must be 
maximized and quantity of bracing structures minimized. The normal size of expansion 
joint unit in first part is 95 x 54 m2. There are usually two to four bracing structures in 
these units. In first part and in higher floors of second part HVACE-utilities have been 
placed under the main girders. In second parts first level main girders are steel trusses 
and the HVACE-utilities have free penetration through the trusses.  
In fire situation composite columns and main gilders are required R60 resistance 
in fire. Composite columns achieved the demand by fire reinforcement bars and in-situ 
concreting. The parts of main girders that are not structurally protected by concrete slab 
are protected by fire-resistance paint. 
Because there are only few stairwells the stability of the entire building is 
executed mostly using large-size bracing units made of steel. The bracing unit has 
columns, trusses and beams jointed together. The bracing units were also fast to install. 
2.3  Case 3  
The third shopping mall was opened in 1998 and the expansion in 2005 and it is located 
at Helsinki metropolitan area, Finland. A gross leasable area is 85 000 square meter of 
which retail premises cover the whole area. The mall contains more than 121 shops and 
services. The leisure, entertainment and hotel centre beside the mall contains water 
park, movie theater, bowling alley, hotel and gym and was opened in 2008. The mall 
has many restaurants and smaller stores, and also multiple sport stores such as Top-
Sport and Stadium. The mall has many department stores and everyday commodities 
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such as Citymarket, Prisma, Anttila, Stockmann and Alko that increases the sale. The 
bus connections to the mall are good and it has 4 600 free parking spaces of which 
covered 3 200. The sale of the mall was 414 million euro in year 2010 and it had 8,7 
million visitors.  
The second part of the shopping centre is five storeys high. It consists of two 
cold parking and maintenance levels and two commercial levels above parking 
facilities. The fifth floor is mainly a technical space. Floor to floor heights in parking 
garages are in first level 3,15 m and in second level 3,57 m and clearance is over 2,4 m. 
The HVACE-utilities are placed parallel with beams. In commercial levels main girders 
are steel trusses and HVACE-utilities have free penetration trough them. In commercial 
levels storey height is from 5,63 m to 6,0 m and room height underneath main girders 
from 3,4 m to 3,74 m. In parking levels imposed loads on the floors are 2,5 kN/m2 and 
in commercial floors 8,0 kN/m2. In the technical level the imposed load is 5,0 kN/m2. 
Location of the load bearing vertical structures was chosen in parking levels as 
5,3 x 17,0 m2 and in commercial levels the shorter span was twice as long, 10,6 x 17,0 
m2. The primary frame was chosen aiming as quick construction stage as possible. The 
frame is a mixed structure. In parking floor the longitudinal stability has been 
maintained by means of diagonal pre-fabricated concrete struts and concrete walls. In 
the direction of the frames the parking level has been built as a column-beam 
constructions consisting of 2-story columns and 1-bay or gerber beams. Stability has 
been maintained by means of stiffness of the column-beam concrete frame. In 
commercial floors longitudinal stability has been maintained by means of rigid steel 
frame construction of composite columns and special non-bearing stiffener trusses 
connected in between the load bearing steel trusses.  Transverse stability in direction of 
load-bearing trusses is secured by a rigid frame construction formed of 2-story 
composite columns and continuous composite steel trusses. Major amount of the shafts 
are not working to stabilize the building frame.  The foundations of the block are made 
mostly using piled in-situ concrete foundations. 
In the parking floors columns are 2-story pre-cast concrete columns. Columns in 
the commercial floors are 2- story high prefabricated composite steel columns. In the 
parking floors beams are prefabricated pre-tensioned concrete beams. In the commercial 
floors main girders are continuous composite steel trusses. Bottom chord and web 
members are hollow steel sections, and top chord is an open welded I-section. Floor 
structures act as a part of the top chord. In the lower parking level the slabs are 
prefabricated composite slabs functioning together with in-situ cast concreting. In the 
upper parking level has been used partially hollow-core slabs and partially pre-fab 
composite slabs and in-situ cast concrete. In the commercial floors are used hollow-core 
slabs and in-situ cast structural surface to achieve the composite action with trusses. 
Because beams in the commercial floors are trusses, there is no need for extra floor 
height. Openings of steel trusses allow free penetrations for all HVACE-utilities. There 
is no risk of collisions in between ducts and structural members. Also low floor to floor 
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height reduced façade area and total gross-volume of the development producing cost 
savings during the whole working life of the premises. 
Composite columns require R60 fire resistance achieved by fire reinforcement 
bars and in-situ concreting. Also diagonal struts act as composite sections. In composite 
trusses top chord is structurally protected by the concrete slab and the bottom surface of 
the top chord is protected by fire-resistance paint. Webs and bottom chords are 
unprotected, excluding first webs, because the top chord has been dimensioned to carry 
loads in fire conditions.  First webs are composite steel members rigidly jointed to 
columns. This structure shortens the spans in fire-situation. 
2.4 Case 4  
The fourth shopping mall was opened 2001. Centre’s GLA is 60 600 m2 of which retail 
premises 49 000 m2. The total area is 161 000 m2. The parking facilities contain a total 
of some 2 000 parking spaces, 1 000 of these in the parking lot under the commercial 
facilities, some 700 in the parking garage and rest on the roof and at ground level. The 
centre enjoys good location now and in the future. The excellent traffic connections of 
the area will improve further with the extension of the underground network to this 
region, with new underground station planned for construction right next to the 
shopping centre.   
There are more than 115 stores specializing in fashion, home décor, leisure and 
wellbeing. Anchor tenants are Citymarket, Prisma, H&M, Stadium, Alko, Finnkino and 
the library. There are nearly 148 000 inhabitants in the shopping centre’s catchments 
area. The sale was 236,8 million euro in year 2010 and it has had 8,8 million visitors.  
The shopping mall building complex provides versatile commercial services, 
office facilities and service flats. Mall consists of two main levels. The upper level is 
connected with the new downtown main street, which borders the mall on the east side. 
The lower level is connected to the lower market square on the west side of the building 
and to a park-like parking lot. On the main street side the building entity has been 
divided into sections by means of tower-type buildings to create a city street space. At 
the street level the mall arcade opens up to the environment through large shop 
windows.   
The central market is several storeys high. The main level of the market is 
located main street’s level, penetrates the service level above and extends to the hyper 
level below, partly all the way down to the parking level. The shopping mall contains 
versatile commercial services. On the lower main level, the so-called hyper level, there 
are two giant markets and other services. The upper main level, the market level, 
contains special stores, cafeterias and restaurants. The service level above the market 
level contains the city library, a common costumer service point of various council 
functions, a cinema centre with three auditoriums and a chapel. There are also special 
stores, cafeterias and restaurants, medical services as well as gyms and beauty salons on 
this level. 
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Parts of the office facilities are located in the office block beside the main 
entrance. The three other tower buildings provides office facilities above the 
commercial floors, easily modifiable to be used as separate office rooms, open plan 
offices or combination offices.  
Parking garage underneath the shopping mall is planned aiming as free frame 
dimensioning as possible. The module size has been chosen as 7,8 x 15,6 m2. Because 
the distance between columns is long are also column loads big and foundations 
massive. The foundations of the block are made mostly using rock footings. The north 
end is piled using heavily loaded steel pipe piles.   
Basement story and courtyard- and street decks are cast-in-place structures. 
Floor in hypermarket and in west side courtyard- and street decks is post-tensioned 
simply supported slabs. Parking garage is made of precast concrete columns, pre-
tensioned beams and slabs. The frame of residential buildings is cast-in place flat slab 
structure. The rest of the frame is executed using prefabricated members. Superior 
columns and bracing trusses of the shopping centre and office are composite steel 
structures. Horizontal frame consist of steel WQ-beams and hollow-core slabs.  
For shopping centre construction is typical transformability and transparency. 
The request from the future users was that the size of expansion joint units must be 
maximized and quantity of bracing structures minimized.  The normal size of expansion 
joint unit is 80 x 32 m2. There are usually three bracing structures in these units and the 
placement changes in every floor. HVACE-utilities have placed under the main gilders.  
The shopping centre is five floors height. The fifth floor is a technical room. 
First floor is a parking garage and second hyper level. Next level is commercial and 
fourth service level. Floor to floor height in parking garages is 4,0 m and clearance 
about 3,0 m. HVACE-utilities makes is partly much lower. In the hyper level storey 
height is 6,15 m and clearance 4,5 m. Commercial and service levels have the same 
floor to floor height 5,4 m as well as clearance 3,5 m. The free height in technical level 
is some 5,75 m. In parking level and in technical level imposed load on floor is 5,0 kN/ 
m2 and in commercial floors from 5,0 to 6,0 kN/ m2. In the hypermarket level the 
imposed load is 8,0 kN/ m2. 
In fire situation composite columns and main gilders are required R60 resistance 
in fire. Composite columns achieved the demand by fire reinforcement bars and in-situ 
concreting. The parts of main gilders that are not structurally protected by concrete slab 
are protected by fire-resistance material. In parking garage demand fire resistance is 
R120, to concrete members is it not problem. 
Because there are only few stairwells the stability of the entire building is 
executed mostly using large-size bracing units made of steel. The bracing unit has 
columns, trusses and beams jointed together. In the lower floors joints are made using 
reinforced concrete moldings and in upper floors using bolt joints. Using this bracing 
unit the construction site avoided technically and visually difficult joints. The bracing 
unit was also fast to install.   
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2.5 Case 5 
This shopping mall opened in March 2006 and is located in the heart of Helsinki. Malls 
magnificent location provides easy access directly to the shopping centre by all forms of 
transport. The bus terminal and long distance bus terminal is located on the E-level of 
the shopping centre. The centre has also metro station. As much as 700 000 customers 
visit the mall every week. Centres CLA is 43 087 squared meter which retail premises 
34 079 squared meter. There are 1250 parking spots. Turnover of the centre was in year 
2010 230,5 million euro and it had 34 million visitors. It has over 120 stores across six 
floors and over 30 cafés and restaurants.  
The load bearing structures of the shopping mall are combinations of steel and 
concrete structures. Steel was chosen as main material because it’s lightness, visual 
delicacy and to maximize the possibilities of prefabrication.  
All the foundation structures are supported on excavated bedrock. The rock 
engineering innovation utilities in this project was to locate all the facilities of the 
transport terminals underground, on top of the metro station. This has resulted in 
column layout problems and factors restricting excavation levels. The structure 
underneath the courtyard and street level in the centre are characteristically like bridge 
structures, i.e. cast in-situ, post-stressed concrete structures due to long spans, low 
structural height and large deck loads. Flexibility was emphasized in the choice of frame 
solutions. For the frame of the shopping mall, for example, a solution was chosen in 
which the stair structures and escalators, among others, can be flexibly installed after 
the structures are already in place. Steel and composite structures were used in 
abundance also in structures above ground.  
As the bus terminal for long distance transport was located under the 
commercial facilities of the department store, the layout of the columns was determined 
on the basis of bus traffic.  In most places a square layout of 12x18 m2 was applied. Due 
to the restrictions caused by the eaves height, the floor height in the shopping mall was 
chosen only 4,5 m, which was far too low for modern air conditioning systems etc. For 
this reason designers looked for a structural solution which has as small intermediate 
floor thickness as possible despite the long span. The air conditioning plant above was 
large enough to fit 5,5 m tall trusses that resemble a railway bridge. By suspending the 
intermediate floors from these trusses the spans were halved. The 9 x 12 m2 square 
spans facilitated the use of conventional structures, such as WQ-beams and hollow-core 
slabs and this resulted in a structural height of 460 mm. The solution also increased 
flexibility, allowing an almost free design of stair openings and escalators within the 
column field. Air conditioning systems etc. were installed under the low beams. The 
trusses are heavy-duty structures, with the heaviest one weighing circa 29 tons.  
At the installation stage temporary columns supported down to the bedrock were 
installed in the place of suspended columns. This made possible to carry out the 
installation of the frame from below in a normal manner. The suspension columns are 
welded box structures that are compressed to the loads acting at the installation stage. 
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Once all the intermediate floors were installed, joints cast and the trusses as well as all 
the stiffening structural parts welded in place, the temporary columns were removed.  
Due the bus traffic, the columns in the terminal had to be as slim as possible. 
However, they are subjected to great loads from the structure above and also have to 
resist potential collision loads. The composite steel columns in the shopping mall are 
reinforced and filled with concrete without any additional fireproofing. The mall is 
equipped with sprinklers, so the required fire resistance class of the structures is R60. 
From first level has been required R120 fire resistance. The frame is partly stiffened 
with slip cast stairwells and ventilation shafts as well as with lattice structures. The level 
acts as a plate structure that transmits horizontal loads. The perforation of the levels 
created an additional challenge for the design process. The mall is a separate expansion 
joint unit. The imposed load is in the hyper level and in first commercial level 8,0 
kN/m2 and elsewhere 5,0 kN/m2.  
2.6 Case 6  
This shopping mall was opened to visitors in 2009 and it is located nearby Turku city 
centre. The commercial GLA of shopping centre is 36 118 square meters of which retail 
premises 33 018 sq. m. The parking facilities contain a total of some 2400 parking 
spaces, 1000 of them in parking lot under the commercial facilities, rest in two parking 
garages. Turnover of the mall was in year 2010 85 million euro and it had 2,7 million 
visitors. The centre has over 90 stores and services across two floors. Anchor tenants are 
Citymarket and Anttila.  
The foundations of the centre are made mostly using piled in-situ concrete 
foundations, partly also the foundation structures are supported on excavated bedrock. 
Basements are in-situ reinforced concrete structures as well as part of the stairwells and 
elevator shafts. Most of them are still prefabricated reinforced concrete members.  
The centre frame is composite frame except the western parking garage which is 
made of reinforced concrete. Main girders are WQ-beams or steel trusses which top 
chord is WQ-beam and bottom chord massive flat steel. The main benefit for this steel 
truss is that there is no need for extra floor height, because openings of steel trusses 
allow free penetrations for all needed HVACE-utilities. At the same time the truss 
structure allows use of long span dimensions. The module size was chosen as 8,1 x 16,2 
m2. In shorter span direction load bearing structure is prefabricated hollow-core slabs 
which height is 320 mm. The floor structures act as a part of main gilders. 
The stability of the building is executed mostly using stairwells and elevator 
shafts. Where there are no shafts close enough, are used bracing trusses made of steel. 
Composite columns are required R90 in fire situation and it’s been achieved by fire 
reinforcement bars and in-situ concreting. Horizontal structures are required R60 and 
webbed glass roofing R30. The parts of main girders that are not structurally protected 
by concrete slab, are protected by fire-resistance paint. The fire situation was handled in 
this target using performance based fire designing. Imposed load in all levels is 5,0 
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kN/m2.  In the garage is no extra height at all so HVACE-ventilation ducts are chosen 
smaller than in higher levels. That is why also the steel truss is lower in this floor. In the 
commercial levels storey height is 5,1 m and clearance is 3,3 m. Clearance in the 
parking level is about 2,55 m and in technical room some 4,75 m. 
2.7 Case 7  
This shopping centre is located at Helsinki metropolitan area, Finland. The centre was 
built in the early 1990s and it has been renovated in 2007 and 2010. The shopping 
centre has a good location. Just next to it is a bus station and railway station. The 
commercial GLA of shopping centre is 41 000 square meters of which retail premises 
31 500 sq. m. It has over 91 stores and almost 1300 parking spaces of which covered 
almost 1200. Shopping centre building complex provides also versatile commercial 
services and office facilities. Turnover of the mall was in year 2010 155,2 million euro 
and it had 7,8 million visitors. The shopping centre has over 90 stores and services 
across three floors. Anchor tenants are Citymarket, Stadium and Anttila. There are 
nearly 97 600 inhabitants in the shopping centre’s catchments area.  
Foundation structures of the shopping mall are supported on excavated bedrock. 
The module size has been chosen as 8,1 x 16,2 m2. The decision of the column 
coordinates was made aiming as free frame dimension as possible. The stability of the 
mall is taken care with stairwells and concrete walls. There was no need for bracing 
structures. 
Columns in the basement story are cast-in-place reinforced concrete members. 
The rest of the columns are three levels high precast reinforced concrete members. The 
main gilders in the basement story are cast-in-place structures. The intermediate floors 
are post-tensioned simply supported slabs. The size of beam depends on the load. 
Beams are continuous. The rest of the main gilders are delta-beams. Delta-beams and 
hollow-core slabs act together with in-situ cast structural surface to create a composite 
structure where deflection is in allowed limits L/400. Basement storeys are cast-in-place 
structures. The intermediate floors are post-tensioned simply supported slabs. The rest 
of the floors are prefabricated hollow-core slabs. In lower basement level the fire 
resistance requirement is R90 and in other levels R60. Bottom flange of Delta-beam has 
been fire-protected.  
The shopping centre is six floors high. The sixth level is technical room. First 
two floors are parking garages. Rest of the floors have commercial and service facilities 
and on top of parking halls is a hyper level. Floor to floor heights in parking garages are 
3,5 and 4,1 m and clearances are 2,9 m and 3,38 m. The HVACE-utilities make each 
level partly lower. In the hyper level floor height is 5,1 m  and free height under main 
girders is about 4,6 m. In commercial and service levels storey heights are 5,1 m and 3,6 
m and room heights underneath main girders are 4,6 m and 3,1 m. In parking levels 
imposed loads on floors are 5,0 kN/m2  and in commercial floors from 2,5 to 5,0 kN/m2. 
In the hypermarket level the imposed load is 7,5 kN/m2. 
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2.8 Case 8  
This shopping centre is the biggest mall in Finland which has specialized in home 
construction and decoration as well as domestic appliance and home electronics. It was 
opened in 2005 and it is located at Helsinki. The commercial GLA of shopping centre is 
29 820 square meters of which retail premises 29 788  sq. m. It has 14 stores and 500 
parking spaces. The mall had 1,1 million visitors in 2010. Anchor tenants are Asko, 
Isku, K-Rauta, Masku, Sotka, Suomi-Soffa and Vepsäläinen. This mall does not cover 
all the shopping centre criterions.  
The foundations of the shopping centre are made mostly using piled in-situ 
concrete foundations. The module size has been chosen as 12x12 m2. The moment 
frame structural solution takes care of stability of the mall in both directions. The fire 
resistance requirement is R60.  
Columns are two level high prefabricated reinforced concrete members. The 
mall has ventilated base floor in first level. Main girders are prefabricated pre-tensioned 
concrete beams and floor structure is prefabricated hollow-core slab. The horizontal 
structure in roof level and in technical space floor is prefabricated TT-slabs and pre-
tensioned concrete beams. 
The shopping centre is three floors high. The third level is a technical room. All 
two main floors have commercial facilities. Car park has been arranged on yard. Floor 
to floor height in shopping area is 5,75 m and clearances are from 4,2 m to 4,67 m. The 
HVACE-utilities make each level slightly lower. In the ground level imposed load is 5,0 
kN/m2  and in the upper commercial level as well as in the technical room also 5,0 
kN/m2. 
2.9 Case 9  
This shopping centre is one of the largest shopping malls in Sweden. It was opened first 
time in 1975 and most recent renovation was completed in early 2010. It is located in 
Stockholm. The commercial GLA of shopping centre is 34 300 square meters. It has 
120 stores and 1 500 parking spaces. It is Sweden’s first design-oriented shopping 
centre. It has unique centre layout with four different shopping areas that each have 
their own style with color, design and retail mix. Central of the centre is gathered 
around a waterfall and surrounded by restaurants. Turnover of the mall was in year 2010 
1 089 million SEK and it had 6,1 million visitors. Anchor tenants are Stadium, Team 
Sportia, H&M, SATS, ICA Kvantum, Systembolaget and Jysk.  
The module size has been normally chosen as 9,6 x 9,6 m2. The commercial 
facilities are mostly placed in the first two floors. In the first floor is no parking 
facilities. The first commercial floor is about 5,4 m high and in this floor is among other 
things hypermarket. The second floor is 5,7 m high and parking garage  has been 
divided in two levels. The upper floors are 2,5 and 3,7 m high. The mall has four to five 
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levels. The stability of the mall is taken care of with braced steel stairwells and extra 
bracing structures. 
Columns in the first story are precast reinforced concrete members or composite 
columns. In the upper levels the columns are composite columns or steel columns. The 
main gilders are WQ-beams. The intermediate floors are post-tensioned simply 
supported slabs. WQ-beams and hollow-core slabs function together with in-situ cast 
structural surface creating composite structure. The fire resistance requirement is R60. 
Imposed loads in the commercial levels are 5,0 kN/m2 and in the parking levels 2,0 
kN/m2. In the gym the imposed load has been chosen as 3,0 kN/m2. 
2.10 Case 10  
This shopping centre will be opened in year 2014. It is located in Norway, nearby Oslo 
and it is largest construction project in Norway for years. The facility will consist of a 
parking and reception of goods area in the basement with direct access to a two-story 
shopping centre. The project consists of about 65 000 m2 of new buildings. The 
shopping centre is about 33 000 square meters of which commercial GLA is about 
25 000 m2. There will be office facilities 10 000 m2, residential area 5 000 m2, service 
facilities about 2 000 m2 and rest of the space is located underground. It will have about 
1 200 parking spaces. 
 The shopping centre information’s given above are true fact. The structural 
information given below is based on offer calculations of Rautaruukki Corporation. The 
executed building and frame solution can be totally different. 
The module size is 16,8 x 7,2 m2. The first two levels are parking levels and they 
are located underground. The commercial facilities are placed in the third and fourth 
floors. The floor to floor height in those two commercial floors is 5,0 m and in parking 
levels 3,0 m and 3,5 m. The stability of the mall is taken care with stairwells and 
concrete walls. There was no need for bracing structures. 
Columns in parking levels are concrete columns and in upper levels composite 
columns. The main girders are WQ-beams. Beams are placed in shorter span direction. 
The intermediate floors are prefabricated hollow-core slabs. The fire resistance 
requirement is in parking levels R120 and in commercial level R90. Imposed loads in 
the commercial levels and upper parking level are 5,0 kN/m2 and in the lover parking 
levels 2,0 kN/m2.  
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2.11 Conclusions on case review 
The background research for executed shopping malls was limited to Finland, Sweden 
and Norway. Review of shopping centres included eight Finnish malls and one Swedish 
and one Norwegian mall. 
In all three countries most of the shopping centres are owned by real estate 
companies such as Citycon, Olav Thon Group or Steen & Strøm. The shopping centres 
are normally located in centres of cities, population centres or outside of cities. The 
most important thing is that centres are reachable. The traffic communications have to 
be excellent. For persons who do not own a vehicle must have possibility to reach malls. 
Usually public transport, busses, trains, subways etc., are noticed already in general 
layouts and design developments. The shopping malls have been located in places 
where shopping centre’s catchments area is as effective as possible. 
 Usually shopping centres have one or more anchor tenants, for instance grocery 
shop that attracts people. The service may be either commercial or public. A single 
trader may not exceed 50% of the total commercial space. Shopping centres have joint 
management and marketing. The shopping centres have a number of key traders as well 
as other retailers and services.  Also few characteristic feature for shopping malls are 
that they consist of a commercial building in which retail outlet and services open 
inwards onto a walkway or concourse, the gross leasable area is generally at least 5 000 
sq.m, and they have at least 10 retail outlets. [2, p. 122] 
Imposed load in the parking levels is in above-mentioned cases chosen as 2,0 to 
5,0 kN/m2. In the hyper levels the load varies between 7,5 and 10,0 kN/m2. In 
commercial floors imposed loads have been usually chosen as 5,0 kN/m2 and in 
technical room also as 5,0 kN/m2.  
In all cases malls have been equipped with automatic fire-extinguishing systems 
and the fire class of building is P1, following Finnish requlations. In Finnish shopping 
centres the fire resistance demand of shopping malls is determined by the national 
building code of Finland, E1. Usually commercial levels belong to fire load category 
which density of the fire load is at least 600 MJ/ m2 and not more than 1200 MJ/ m2. 
Parking levels belong into less than 600 MJ/ m2 category. The national building code of 
Finland, E1 also says that premises with a fire load density exceeding 600 MJ/ m2 may 
in general also be assigned into less than 600 MJ/ m2 category, provided that these 
premises are equipped with an automatic fire-extinguishing system. That is why most 
shopping mall load bearing structures are planned for R60 of fire and basement storeys 
located below the uppermost underground storey for R120 of fire. The R60 and R90 fire 
requirement is achievable also for fire-protected steel structures but if the demand is 
higher the cost effective solution is to use steel-concrete or concrete structures. In case 6 
performance based fire designing has been used and that is why the required fire 
resistance is R90 for columns and R60 for main girders also in parking level 
underground. In Eurocode time this method will become common. [1]   
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Most shopping malls have parking facilities in some level so the modular 
coordinates are determined from this. The distance between columns changes from 7,8 
to 8,4 m and in other way from 8,7 to 17,0 m in researched cases. The space demand of 
parking place has been suggest at 2,5 (2,4) x 5,0 m2 and the free distance behind 7,0 m 
if the parking angle is 90 decree. The preferred driveway dimensioning for different 
parking angles has been given in Table 2.2 underneath. 
 
Table 2.2. The preferred driveway dimensioning for different parking angles. 
[16] 
 
Parking angle [decree] Driveway [m] 
90 7,0 
75 5,5 
60 4,5 
45 4,5 
 
The minimum width when parking angle is 90º and parking places are in both sides 
would be 17 m. 
The planned floor height for parking levels is normally low so that length of the 
entry ramp would remain reasonable. The low floor height limits the height of 
intermediate floor structures. In that case the parts where driveways and main girders 
crosses should be planned carefully. If the intended use of parking level is passenger 
and delivery cars the floor height vary from 2,7 m to 3,0 m. Free height is usually 2,3 m  
(at least 2,1 m). In researched cases the floor height is much higher because the 
HVACE-utilities must have enough space. The floor height varies between 2,85 to 4,03 
depending of span length and of the main girders. The free height is from 2,55 to 2,65 m 
in cases where HVACE ducts has free penetration through steel trusses. In other cases 
where the intermediate floor structure and main girders are designed as low as possible 
the distance between floor and main girder is from 2,8 to 3,2 m. In case 9 the height 
mentioned above is about 2,5 m but the position and size of HVACE-ducts is unknown. 
In case 3 the HVACE ducts are parallel with main girders so the free height is much 
lower, only 2,4 m underneath main girders. If the free floor height is taken as 2,3 m and 
reservation for HVACE-utilities as 800 mm and are assumed that ducts cross  with main 
girders the steel truss alternative gives lowest floor to floor height 3,665 and 3,75 m. In 
other cases the floor height changes between 3,85 and 4,1 m. Certainly must be 
remembered that spans and loads are not equal in  all cases. Also case 1 WQ-beams and 
hollow-core slabs give low floor height, but the modular coordinates are only 8,4 x 8,7 
m2. [16]  
Usually building schedule is tight and that is why it has been preferred to use 
prefabricated members. The columns in cases are in parking levels prefabricated 
concrete members, in-situ cast concrete columns or steel composite columns.  In 
commercial levels they are prefabricated members made of steel composite of 
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reinforced concrete. If the columns are in-situ structures, are usually main girders and 
decks too. The columns can be one storey or several storeys height. Usually the cross 
section chanced depending on loads. The steel composite columns are generally used. 
In most cases the distance between columns is same in all levels. However in 
Case 3 the module in other direction is twice as long in commercial levels as in parking 
levels. In parking levels is usually no extra height. So using short spans the intermediate 
floor is as low as possible. Also in Case 3 the upper parking level roof must carry hyper 
level loads so the short span is justifiable. In researched cases was found two ways to do 
modules. First way is to keep modules almost equal in both directions and the span is 
quite short, from 8 to 12 meters. In most cases the other span length is just about twice 
as long as the other. The module size varies in researched cases between 13,5 x 8.1 m2 
to 17,0 x 10,6 m2.  
Main girders and decks are in parking levels in-situ post tensioned concrete 
structures or prefabricated pre-tensioned beams, steel WQ-beams, composite steel 
trusses and prefabricated hollow-core or composite slabs. In the commercial levels 
prefabricated pre-tensioned concrete beams, steel WQ or Delta-beams, steel trusses, 
prefabricated hollow-core and composite slabs are used. The steel girders are usually 
functioning together with prefabricated slabs and in-situ concreting layer. Using steel 
trusses or prefabricated pre-tensioned beams the main girders are parallel with longer 
span. Steel WQ-beams are in both directions. 
The prefabricated composite slabs are used only in direction of shorter span. 
Hollow-core slabs have been used in both span directions. If the load bearing direction 
is parallel with shorter span the height of the hollow-core slab is usually 320 mm and 
the in-situ concreting layer thickness varies between 70… 100 mm. If the hollow-core 
slab is placed other way the height is either 400 mm or 500 mm. Using WQ-beams 
functioning together with floor structures has almost the same intermediate floor height 
(including slabs, main girders and space for HVACE-utilities) as if we would use 
prefabricated pre-stressed low concrete beams. Using steel trusses the structural height 
will be about 200 mm lower than in floor options given above.  
During this case research was gathered initial data for rigid frame dimensioning, 
see Figure 5.1. Imposed loads on parking levels is 2,5 kN/m2, in supermarket level 8,0 
kN/m2 and in commercial levels 5,0 kN/m2 as well as in technical level. Snow load is 
2,5 kN/ m2 and wind load 0,9 kN/m2. The free room height in parking levels was chosen 
as 2,5 m (HVACE-ducts d=800 mm), floor to floor height in supermarket level as 6,0 m 
and in commercial levels as 5,4 m (HVACE-ducts d=1000 mm). Free room height in 
technical level was chosen as 4,8 m. 
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3 STABILITY OF STRUCTURES IN SHOPPING 
CENTRES 
3.1 Lateral force resisting systems 
The lateral force resisting system must be chosen case by case. Buildings are basically 
big cantilevers. They are supported on one end only and the lateral loads are 
perpendicular to the beam. As in a beam, buildings are designed for strength (shear and 
flexure) and serviceability (deflection). The structural systems for cantilever beams are 
braced frame (vertical trusses), moment frame, infilled-frame, shear walls, tube systems 
and combinations of the above. [7]  
3.1.1 Braced frame 
Braced frames are basically vertical truss systems and almost 
exclusively steel structures. Braced frames have highly efficient 
use of material since forces are primarily axial. Bracing creates 
a laterally stiff building with relatively little additional material. 
This structure has little or no effect on the design of the 
horizontal floor system and it can be used in buildings of any 
height. In Figure 3.1 is presented different bracings.  Bracing 
can be internal or external and it also can be single story or bay 
or many span over multiple stories or bays. If the bracing 
structures are able to take at least 80% of the lateral forces,  the 
structure is braced and if not the structure is unbraced according 
to EN 1993-1-8. [7] 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Different bracings. [7] 
3.1.2 Moment frame 
In moment frames, rigid frames, columns and beams are joined together by moment 
resisting connections. Lateral stiffness of the frame depends on the flexural stiffness of 
the beams, columns and connections. This frame system is well suited for reinforced 
cast-in-place concrete constructions due the inherent continuity in the joints. Design of 
floor systems cannot be independent since the beams forces are a function of the shear 
at the level in addition to the normal gravity loads and gravity loads also are resisting by 
frame actions. In Figure 3.2. is shown the bending in beams, columns and joints. [7] 
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Figure 3.2. Rigid frame. [7] 
3.1.3 Shear wall and in-filled frame 
Shear walls are generally constructed with reinforced concrete. In the same way that the 
concrete floor slabs acts as a very stiff beam in its own plane, so the wall is similarly 
effective in resisting forces in its own plane. Shear walls may intrude on the spatial 
constrains. They can be placed around elevator and stair cores. Coupled shear wall is 
special case of shear walls. In this system two or more shear walls in-plane are coupled 
with a stiff beam or slab at each level, see Figure 3.4. This structure tends to behave like 
a moment frame system with very stiff columns. The coupling reduces lateral 
deflections. Forces in the coupling elements can be quite large. Brickwork and masonry 
walls cannot be used to the same extent in high multi-story structures that in low-rise 
structures because of their low tensile strength. Nevertheless, brickwork and masonry 
walls can play an important part in stabilizing multi-storey structures if they are used in 
conjunction with surrounding frames. A typical in-filled frame is shown in Figure 3.3.  
[7; 3, p. 382-383] 
 
Figure 3.3. In-filled frame. The infilled brickwork acts as an inclined strut in 
resisting the sway deformation of the frame.  [3, p.383] 
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Figure 3.4. Coupled shear wall. [7] 
 
3.1.4 Wall-frame system 
Wall-frame system is combination of shear walls and rigid frames of combination of 
braced and rigid frames. Shear walls and braced frames tend to deflect in a flexural 
mode while the rigid frames tend to deflect in a shear mode. In a wall-frame structure 
both the shear walls and rigid frames are constrained to act together resulting a stiff and 
strong structure. Wall-frame system is shown in Figure 3.5. [7] 
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Figure 3.5. Wall-frame system. [7] 
 
In shopping malls braced and rigid frames, shear walls, wall-frame systems or hybrid 
structures are usually been used as lateral force resisting structures. Other structural 
alternatives are given in chapter 3.1.5. but they are not normally used in shopping 
centres. 
3.1.5 Other alternatives 
In tube systems the basic idea is to make a rectangular tube out of the perimeter of the 
building. The tube is made up of closely spaced columns connected by stiff spandrel 
beams creating very stiff moment frames. Frames parallel to direction of force act like 
webs to carry the shear and frames perpendicular to the direction on force act as flanges. 
Flange forces are not uniform. This system is best applied to rectangular or circular 
plans and it is suited for both steel and concrete. This system is normally used in very 
high-rise buildings. [7] 
Suspended structures are used primarily to achieve some architectural purpose. 
Floors are hung from a truss on an upper level. In these structures tension members can 
be smaller than columns would be in same place. Accumulated lengthening of tension 
members may cause extreme deflection problems at lowest hung floor. This can be 
controlled by limiting the number of floors hanging from a single truss. Suspension 
does little to help lateral force resisting system. [7] 
In core structures core carries all gravity and lateral forces. Core may be braced 
frame or shear wall. Floors are cantilevered off of the core and the structure creates a 
column free interior. Building width is limited by capabilities of the cantilever and 
building height by stiffness of core. This structure is structurally inefficient. [7] 
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Other alternative is space structure which has three dimensional triangulated 
frame. Benefits are highly efficient and relatively light weight. It requires ingenuity to 
get the gravity and lateral loads from the floors into the space frame. In buildings can be 
used also hybrid structures. These are combinations of the various types of systems and 
the number of possible combinations is almost limitless. [7] 
3.2 Difference between braced and unbraced frames 
The effective length of the column members in frames is dependent on whether the 
frame is braced or unbraced. For the braced frame the effective length is equal to or less 
than the story height. For the unbraced frame the effective length is always  greater than 
the story height. The forces considered in Figure 3.6. arise in a column member of a 
frame as a result of lateral deflection due to a lateral force such as wind. The moment 
MΔ and shear QΔ are those portions of the moments and shears required to balance the 
moment PΔ. In addition, there will be moments and shears due to gravity loads at the 
particular floor level. Equilibrium in Figure 3.6a requires PΔ=QΔh+2MΔ. [10, p. 950] 
 
 
Figure 3.6. Secondary bending moment due to P∆ in frames [10, p. 951] 
 
The lateral deflection Δ is commonly called drift when it results from horizontal loads 
in multistory frames, as shown in Figure 3.7. Drift consist of two parts; that resulting 
directly from horizontal load and that arising from vertical load times the drift. The 
frame will deflect under horizontal loading such as wind regardless of the pattern of its 
component members. However, the manner in which equilibrium is maintained against 
the moment PΔ differs depending on the restraint conditions. If the building would be a 
vertical pin-jointed truss under lateral loading there would be no continuity at the joints 
to allow the moment MΔ to develop QΔ=PΔ/h, see Figure 3.6b. Diagonal and horizontal 
members (web members of the truss) would have to carry the entire shear QΔ. On the 
other hand, if the members are rigidly joined together but without diagonal members, 
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there would be little shear resistance. Neglecting the shear resistance entirely would the 
result be MΔ=PΔ/2 as in Figure 3.6c is shown. In this case, the girders and columns 
would have to accommodate the moment MΔ. [10, p. 950-952] 
A braced frame has relatively small moment resistance from columns and 
girders to counterbalance PΔ, in compression with the actual restraint from diagonals or 
other bracing. The flexural resistance and share resistance develop in the braced and 
unbraced frame. It is the relative magnitude of these resistances that make the difference 
between the braced and unbraced frame. The term  ”sideway” is used to refer to stable 
elastic lateral movement of a frame, usually due the lateral loads, such as wind. Sideway 
buckling is the sudden lateral movement, such as δ of Figure 3.7, caused by axial loads 
reaching a certain critical value. The braced frame accommodates the PΔ moments by 
developing shears QΔ in the bracing system. [10, p. 952-953]     
In unbraced frames, lateral stiffness is provided by the flexural rigidities of the 
beams and columns, connected by moment resisting joints. Thus, some degree of 
continuity is essential for the overall stability of the frame. The detailing of the 
connections may be expensive to ensure the frame stability. Unbraced frame offers 
more flexibility in architectural planning than braced constructions. For unbraced 
frames, the control of sway deflections can be a more important criterion than strength; 
design to ultimate resistance will often result in excessive sway under service loading. 
This form of deflection arises mainly from the wind, and its control may govern the 
member sections. [9] 
In unbraced frame, as in Figure 3.7b, if the horizontal load H is maintained 
constant and the compressive load P are increased sufficiently to cause failure, such 
failure will occur with a side lurch known as sideway buckling. The lateral deflection 
will suddenly become greater than the drift as shown in Figure 3.7b. For cases where 
there is no lateral loading H and therefore, on initial deflection, the sudden sideway will 
still occur when the vertical load reaches a critical value. The practical design treatment 
of the unbraced frame assumes that, referring to Figure 3.6c, no shear QΔ are capable of 
developing. Any PΔ effects are balanced by column and girder moments in the 
unbraced frame. [10, p. 953]    
 Simplifying what has been said above: If there is pinned joint in each corner of 
the frame and mechanism has been borne, the frame is unbraced. If not the frame is 
braced.  
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of braced and unbraced frames [10, p. 952] 
 
There are two kinds of loadings that may contribute to instability. For the braced 
frame of Figure 3.8a, there are no primary bending moments; the only loading is axial 
compression. The critical load for such a situation is usually defined as a buckling load. 
No bending of members occurs until the buckling load is reached. For Figure 3.8b, 
bending moment exist  even when the structure is entirely stabile. Due the rigid joints, 
moments are transmitted into column members. In addition to the primary bending 
moments in the column members, the axial compression includes secondary moments 
equal to P times the lateral deflection. Under certain combinations of axial compression 
and moment, the lateral deflection of the columns increases without achieving 
equilibrium; this is usually referred to as instability, or instability in the presence of 
primary bending moments. When primary bending moments are present, enough plastic 
hinges may develop prior to achieving frame instability so that a mechanism forms, in 
which case for the braced frame the nominal strength is the plastic strength.  [10, p. 954-
955] 
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Figure 3.8. Strength of braced frames [10, p. 954] 
 
 
Figure 3.9. Strength of unbraced frames [10, p. 955] 
 
The strength of unbraced frames, as shown in Figure 3.9, also may be separated 
into three categories; buckling in the absence of primary moment, instability in the 
presence of primary moments and plastic strength. For the unbraced frame, achieving 
plastic strength frequently (though not always) means achieving a mechanism 
associated with overall geometric instability. [10, p. 955] 
 Referring to Figures 3.8 and 3.9 the distinction should be noted between (a) 
buckling in the absence of primary bending moments; i.e., no moments exist until 
buckling occurs; and (b) magnification of primary bending moments (which exist even 
without presence of compressive loads) due the axial compression P times deflection Δ. 
[10, p. 963] 
 One of the decisions faced by the designer is the determination of whether a 
frame is braced or unbraced. Most efficient use of material in compression members is 
obtained when the frame is braced so the side-sway buckling or instability cannot occur.  
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3.3 Buckling length for columns by SFS-ENV 1993-1-
1:1992 Annex E 
For designing columns the essential factors are the buckling length and stiffness of the 
columns, the effect of the beam joint stiffnesses and the column to foundation joint. The 
buckling length of the column is influenced by the actual length, the fixing methods of 
the ends and the lateral support to the member. Theoretical buckling lengths of Euler for 
columns are been given in Table 3.1. SFS-EN 1993-1-1 and its national Annex do not 
give buckling lengths as in table 3.1 is given. According to Eurocode buckling lengths 
must be defined using rules of structural mechanics. [8, p. 167] 
 
Table 3.1. Theoretical buckling length Lc of compression members [8, p.168] 
 
In frame structures with rigid joints, the benefits of main beams can be utilized 
when determining the column buckling length values. Another factor influencing the 
buckling length in frames is the lateral support of the frame. A non-sway structure can 
be stiffened either with lattice of by supporting it with a rigid structural element for 
example a lift shaft of stair well. Generally speaking, a frame structure can be classified 
non-sway if the following condition is met: 
VSd/Vcr ≤ 0,1 
where: 
VSd          is the design value of the vertical 
 total load 
Vcr        is the buckling load according to 
the frame elasticity theory in case  
of sway buckling mode  
 
 
Figure 3.10. The distribution factor terms [8, p. 168] 
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The stiffening of a sway structure is based on columns functioning as cantilevers and 
fixed to foundations with rigid or semi-rigid joints, and/or on the stiffness of the beam  
joints. [8, p. 168] 
In the case of a continuous column, the buckling length can be determined using 
Figures 3.11 and 3.12. The distribution factor η1 and η2 in the figures are determined as 
follows: 
 
 
 
where: 
Kc = I/L 
K1 = I1/L1 
K2 = I2/L2 
I, I1 and I2 are the values of inertia for corresponding columns parallel to frame 
L, L1 and L2 are the values of height for corresponding columns  
K11, K12, K21 and K22  are the effective stiffness coefficients for corresponding main 
girder sections, see Table 3.2 and Figure 3.10. [8, p. 168-169] 
 
Table 3.2. Effective stiffness coefficients K for hollow sections [8, p. 169] 
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Figure 3.11. Column buckling length values of non-sway frames Lc/L [8, p.170] 
 
Figure 3.12. Column buckling length values of sway frames Lc/L [8, p. 170] 
 
In Table 3.2. the moments in the sections are assumed to be elastic ( MSd < Wel 
fy/γM0). The section is assumed pinned if its moments exceeds the elastic moment. The 
bucking length of columns in rigid jointed structures are obtained from Figure 3.11. for 
non-sway frames and from Figure 3.12. for sway frames. The curve values represent the 
relation of buckling length Lc to story height L. [8, p. 169] 
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4 LOADS BASED ON EURO CODE DESIGN 
4.1 Permanent loads 
The self-weight of construction works should be classified as a permanent fixed action. 
The self-weight of the construction works should in most cases, be represented by a 
single characteristic value and be calculated on the basis of the nominal dimensions and 
the characteristic values of the densities. [12] 
 
Table 4.1. KL 100/200 pre-tensioned simply supported slab design load 
capacity and cross-section [17] 
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Table 4.2. P40 hollow-core slab design load capacity in categories C, D and F  
[18] 
 
Table 4.3. P40 hollow-core slab design load capacity in category E [18] 
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In this research the intermediate floors are either prefabricated hollow-core slabs 
or pre-tensioned simply supported slabs. The span is chosen as 10,8 m in the 
commercial floors and as 5,4 m in the parking floors. Height of hollow-core slab is 400 
mm and in-situ cast concrete layer 80 mm to 100 mm (gk= 4,65 + circa 2,5 kN/m2). In 
the parking levels pre-tensioned simply supported slabs are at least 100+100 mm gk= 
5,0  kN/m2). To make calculations easier the characteristic self-weight value was chosen 
as 7,5 kN/m2. Imposed load has been given in Figure 5.1. and design load capacities for 
chosen floor structures can be defined based on Tables 4.1. to 4.3. In all floors the 
structures given above are able to carry chosen loads prestressed with minimum number 
of tendons. 
4.2 Imposed loads 
Imposed loads should been classified as variable free actions. In design situations when 
imposed loads act simultaneously with other variable actions (e.g actions induced by 
wind or snow), the total imposed loads in the load case should be considered as a single 
action. When the imposed load is considered as an accompanying action only one of the 
two factors ψ and αn should be applied, because αn already contains ψ0-factor. To define 
imposed loads should areas of intermediate floors and roofs be divided in categories A 
…K according to their specific uses. [12] 
For the design of a floor structure within one storey or a roof, the imposed load 
should be taken into account as a free action applied at the most unfavorable part of the 
influence area of the action effects considered. Where the loads on other storeys are 
relevant, they may be assumed to be distributed uniformly (fixed actions). To ensure a 
minimum local resistance of the floor structures a separate verification should be 
performed with a concentrated load that should not be combined with the uniformly 
distributed loads or other variable actions. Imposed loads from a single category may be 
reduced according to the areas supported by the appropriate member, by a reduction 
factor αA. This factor can be applied only beam and slab structures. [12] 
The recommended value for reduction factor αA for categories A to E is 
determined as follows: 
αA=5/7ψ0+A0/A≤ 1.0 
with the restriction for categories C and D: αA ≥ 0.6 
 where: 
 ψ0 is the factor according to EN 1990 Annex A1 Table A1.1 
 A0 = 10.0 m2 
 A is the loaded area. 
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For the design of columns or walls, loaded from several storeys, the total 
imposed loads on the floor of each storey should be assumed to be distributed 
uniformly. Where imposed loads from several storeys act on columns and walls, the 
total imposed loads may be reduced by a factor αn in categories A…D. Definitions and 
loads for categories A to G are given in Tables 4.4. to 4.9. [12] 
The recommended values for αn are given below. 
αn=2+(n-2)ψ0/n 
where: 
n  is the number of storeys (>2) above the loaded structural elements from 
the same category. 
 
Table 4.4. Categories of use [12, p. 31] 
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Table 4.5. Imposed loads on floors, balconies and stairs in buildings [12, p. 31] 
 
Table 4.6.. Categories of storage and industrial use [12, p.35] 
 
Table 4.7. Imposed loads on floors due to storage [12, p.35] 
 
Table 4.8. Traffic and parking area in buildings [12, p. 41] 
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Table 4.9. Imposed loads on garages and vehicle traffic areas [12, p. 41] 
 
Areas in buildings should be divided into categories according to their specific 
uses. Commercial buildings belongs to category D1 and D2 (shopping areas) and the 
imposed load is recommended to be chosen as 5,0 kN/ m2. In the hyper level the load 
should be chosen carefully because there can appear storage loads and usually liquor 
stores can be placed in same level with hyper markets demanding greater imposed load 
reservations.  
In this research hyper levels imposed load is been settled as 8,0 kN/m2 and in  
commercial levels as 5,0 kN/m2. The technical floors have been thought belonging to 
category E1. The imposed load in technical spaces has been chosen as 5,0 kN/m2. In the  
parking levels the gross vehicle weight has been limited to 30 kN so imposed load in 
these levels is 2,5 kN/ m2 belonging to category F. In this research reduction factors αA 
and αn are not used. 
4.3 Snow load 
Snow loads should be classified as variable, fixed actions. Snow loads covered in 
standard SFS-EN 1991-1-3 should be classified as static actions. The load should be 
assumed to act vertically and refer to a horizontal projection of the roof. When artificial 
removal or redistribution of snow on a roof is anticipated the roof should be designed 
for suitable load arrangements. Snow load on roofs should be designed as followed: 
s = μi Ce Ct sk 
where: 
 μi    is the snow load shape coefficient 
 Ce   is the exposed coefficient 
 C t   is the thermal coefficient 
 sk   is the characteristic value of snow load on the ground  
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The characteristic value of snow loads is been given in national annexes. Using Figures 
4.1. and 4.2. and Table 4.10. can be estimated characteristic values for snow loads. [13] 
 
Figure 4.1. European climate regions [13, p. 63] 
 
Figure 4.2. Norway: Snow load on the Ground [13, p. 72] 
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Table 4.10. Altitude – Snow load Relationships [13, p.63] 
The exposure coefficient Ce should be used for determining the snow load on the 
roof. The choice for Ce should consider the future development around the site. Ce 
should be taken as 1,0 unless otherwise specified for different topographies, see Table 
4.11. [13] 
 
Table 4.11. Recommended values of Ce for different topographies [13, p. 29] 
 
The thermal coefficient Ct should be used to account for the reduction of snow 
load on roofs with high thermal transmittance ( >1 W/m2K), in practice for glass roofs, 
because of melting caused by heat loss. For all other cases should Ct be taken as 1,0. 
[13] 
Roof shape coefficient will be defined for undrifted and drifted snow load. The 
values given in Figure 4.3. and Table 4.12. apply when the snow is not prevented from 
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sliding off the roof. Where snow fences or other obstructions exist or where the lower 
edge of the roof is terminated with a parapet, then the snow load shape coefficient 
should not be reduced below 0,8. [13] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3. Snow load shape coefficient [13, p. 31] 
 
Table 4.12. Snow load shape coefficient [13, p. 31] 
 
The design should recognize that snow can be deposited on a roof in many 
different patterns. Properties of a roof or other factors causing different patterns can 
include the shape of the roof, its thermal properties, the roughness of its surface, the 
amount of heat generated under the roof, the proximity of nearby buildings, surrounding 
terrain and the local meteorological climate. The shape of the roof is been observed 
using µ factors. The snow shape coefficients are given in Figure 4.4. [13] 
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Figure 4.4. Shape coefficients for different shape roofs  [13] 
 
The snow load shape coefficient that should be used for roofs abutting to taller 
construction works are defined as given below: 
µ1 = 0,8 (assuming the lower roof is flat) 
µ2 = µs + µw 
where: 
µs     is the snow load shape coefficient due to sliding of snow from the upper       
        roof, for α ≤ 15º  µs = 0 
        For α > 15º, µs is defined from an additional load amounting 50% of the  
        maximum total snow load, on the adjacent slope of the upper roof. 
µw     is the snow load shape coefficient due to wind 
        µw =(b1 + b2)/2h ≤ γh/sk, , recommended range is 0,8 ≤ µw ≤ 4 
γ       is the weight density of snow, which for this calculations may be taken as  
         2 kN/m3 
ls = 2h, recommended range is 5 m ≤ ls ≤ 15 m 
The load arrangement of Figure 4.5. should be used for both the undrifted and drifted 
load arrangements. [13] 
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Figure 4.5. Snow load shape coefficient for roofs abutting to taller construction 
works  [13, p. 41] 
 
The snow in south Finland is maximum s = μi Ce Ct sk = 0,8x1,0x1,0x2,5 kN/m2 = 2,0 
kN/m2. In this research snow load has been taken as 2,5 kN/m2.  
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4.4 Wind action 
Wind actions fluctuate with time and act directly as pressures on the external surfaces of 
enclosed structures and, because of openings of the external surface, also act indirectly 
on the internal surfaces. Pressures act on areas of the surface resulting in forces normal 
to the surface of the structure or of individual cladding components. Additionally, when 
large areas of structures are swept by the wind, friction forces acting tangentially to the 
surface may be significant. The wind action is represented by a simplified set of 
pressures or forces whose effects are equivalent to the extreme effects of the turbulent 
wind. The wind actions are characteristic values and they are determined from the basic 
values of wind velocity or the velocity pressure. The basic values are characteristic 
values having annual probabilities of exceedence of 0,02, which is equivalent to a mean 
return period of 50 years. The effect of wind on structures depends on the size, shape 
and dynamic properties of the structure. [14] 
Terrain categories must be defined and illustrations of the upper roughness of 
each terrain categories have been given in Figure 4.6.   
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Figure 4.6. A.1 Illustrations of the upper roughness of each terrain categories   
[14, p. 157] 
 
The basic wind velocity will be calculated as given below: 
vb=cdir cseason vb,0 
where: 
vb        is the basic wind velocity, defined as a function of wind direction and  
           time of 10 m above ground of terrain category II 
vb,0      is the fundamental value of the basic wind velocity, Finnish national   
           annex gives vb,0 value 21,0 m/s in continental areas 
cdir       is  the direction factor, the recommended value is 1,0 
cseason is the season factor, the recommended value is 1,0 
 
Basic velocity pressure will be calculated as given below: 
qb = ½ ρ vb2 
where: 
ρ         is 1,25 kg/m3 
 
And qp(z) will be calculated as given below: 
qp(z) = ce(z) qb 
where: 
ce(z)      is given in Figure 4.7. [14] 
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Figure 4.7. Illustrations of the exposure factor ce(z) for c0=1,0,kI=1,0   [14, p. 39] 
 
The structural factor cscd should take into account the effect on wind actions 
from the non-simultaneous occurrence of peak wind pressure on the surface (cs) 
together with the effect of the vibrations of the structure due to turbulence (cd). cscd may 
be assumed as 1,0 if the height of the building is under 15 m, for facade and roof 
elements having a natural frequency greater than 5 Hz, for frame buildings which have 
structural walls and which are less than 100 m high and whose height is led than 4 times 
the in-wind depth. Otherwise must cscd be defined more detailed using EN 1991-1-4. In 
Figure 4.8. has been given cscd values for multistory steel buildings. [14] 
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Figure 4.8. cscd for multistory buildings with rectangular ground plan and 
vertical external walls, with regular distribution of stiffness and mass [14, p. 189] 
 
cf factor includes friction forces. The force coefficient cf of structural elements 
of rectangular section with the wind blowing normally to a face should be determinate 
as given below: 
cf = cf,0 ψr ψλ 
where: 
cf,0        is the force coefficient of rectangular sections with sharp corners and   
          without free-end flow as given by Figure 4.9. 
ψr       is the reduction factor for square sections with rounded corners, values  
          received from Figure 4.10. are assumed to be safe 
ψλ       is the end-effect factor for elements with free-end flow as defined in  
           Figure 4.11. [14] 
 
The effective slenderness  λ should be defined depending on the dimensions of 
the structure and its positions. For h < 15 m , λ = 2h/b and for h ≥ 50 m, λ = 1,4h/b. 
When height is between 15 m and 50 m should λ values be intedpolated. The solidity 
ratio φ=A/Ac, where Ac is the overal envelope area. [14] 
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Figure 4.9. Force coefficient cf,0 for rectangular sections with sharp corners and 
without free end flow  [14, p. 113] 
 
Figure 4.10. Reduction factor ψr for a square cross-section with rounded 
corners [14, p. 113] 
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Figure 4.11. Indicative values of the end-effect factor ψλ as a function of solidity 
versus slenderness λ [14, p. 139] 
 
When the height of the building is less than its width (h ≤ b), should be assumed 
that wind pressure is always equal to the value on the roof ridge. Then wind load can be 
calculated as given below: 
qk,wind = cscd Cf qp(z) 
If the rate between height and width is something else, should the reference height 
depending on corresponding velocity pressure profile be taken into account as shown in 
Figure 4.12. [14]  
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Figure 4.12. Reference height ze, depending on h and b, and corresponding 
velocity pressure profile [14, p. 59] 
 
In terrain category II cscd values has been taken from Figure 4.8 using solid line 
and in category III using dotted line, see Table 4.13. Also ce(z) value depends on terrain 
categories. Cf factor depends on d/b proportion and the slenderness ratio λ.  The value 
for wind load in terrain category III for one-bay frame is 0,72 kN/m2 and for three-bay 
frame 0,71 kN/m2 if the distance between expansion joints is 51m. If the expansion join 
distance would be taken as 100 m would the wind load for one-bay frame be 0,68 
kN/m2 and for three-bay frame 0,77 kN/m2. In terrain category II the wind load for one-
bay frame is 0,93 kN/m2 and for three-bay frame 0,92 kN/m2 if the distance between 
expansion joints is 51 m. If the expansion join distance would be taken as 100 m would 
the wind load for one-bay frame be 0,87 kN/m2 and for three-bay frame 1,00 kN/m2. In 
this research wind load has been chosen as 0,9 kN/m2. It is safe average for calculated 
wind load situations. Calculations for one-bay and three-bay frames, expansion joints 
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every 51 m, have been presented below. d is distance between assumed expansion 
joints. In RIL 201-1-2008 Suunnittelun perusteet ja rakenteiden kuormat p. 137 is been 
given Table 5.2S. According this table should Cf, λ=1,0 and d/b=1,0, be 1,28. Using 
SFS-EN 1991-1-4 the Cf value is 1,26. That makes approximately 2% difference 
between Cf values.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.13. Wind load comparison in terrain categories 2 and 3 
Wind load: Wind load:
Terrain catergory 3. h=z= 26,0 m Terrain catergory 3. h=z= 26,0 m
d=3x17m= 51,0 m d= 17,0 m
b= 51,0 m b= 51,0 m
r= 0,0 m r= 0,0 m
qk,w ind=cscdCfqp(ze)= 0,708 kN/m
2 qk,w ind=cscdCfqp(ze)= 0,715 kN/m
2
cscd= 0,85 cscd= 0,85
Cf=Cf,0ψrψλ= 1,26 Cf=Cf,0ψrψλ= 1,27
d/b= 1,00 → Cf,0= 2,1 d/b= 0,33 → Cf,0= 2,12
r/b= 0,0 → ψr= 1,0 r/b= 0,0 → ψr= 1,0
λ= 0,933 approaching 1,0 → λ= 1,0 λ= 0,933 → λ= 1,0
φ=A/Ac= 1,0 → ψλ= 0,6 φ=A/Ac= 1,0 → ψλ= 0,6
qp(z)=ce(z)qb= 0,66 kN/m2 qp(z)=ce(z)qb= 0,66 kN/m2
ce(z)= 2,4 ce(z)= 2,4
qb=½ρvb2= 275,63 kN/m2 qb=½ρvb2= 275,63 kN/m2
ρ= 1,25 kg/m3 ρ= 1,25 kg/m3
vb=cdircseasonvb,0= 21,0 m/s vb=cdircseasonvb,0= 21,0 m/s
cdir= 1,0 cdir= 1,0
cseason= 1,0 cseason= 1,0
vb,0= 21,0 m/s vb,0= 21,0 m/s
Wind load: Wind load:
Terrain catergory 2. h=z= 26,0 m Terrain catergory 2. h=z= 26,0 m
d=3x17m= 51,0 m d= 17,0 m
b= 51,0 m b= 51,0 m
r= 0,0 m r= 0,0 m
qk,w ind=cscdCfqp(ze)= 0,917 kN/m
2 qk,w ind=cscdCfqp(ze)= 0,926 kN/m
2
cscd= 0,88 cscd= 0,88
Cf=Cf,0ψrψλ= 1,26 Cf=Cf,0ψrψλ= 1,27
d/b= 1,00 → Cf,0= 2,1 d/b= 0,33 → Cf,0= 2,12
r/b= 0,0 → ψr= 1,0 r/b= 0,0 → ψr= 1,0
λ= 0,933 approaching 1,0 → λ= 1,0 λ= 0,933 → λ= 1,0
φ=A/Ac= 1,0 → ψλ= 0,6 φ=A/Ac= 1,0 → ψλ= 0,6
qp(z)=ce(z)qb= 0,83 kN/m2 qp(z)=ce(z)qb= 0,83 kN/m2
ce(z)= 3,0 ce(z)= 3,0
qb=½ρvb2= 275,63 kN/m2 qb=½ρvb2= 275,63 kN/m2
ρ= 1,25 kg/m3 ρ= 1,25 kg/m3
vb=cdircseasonvb,0= 21,0 m/s vb=cdircseasonvb,0= 21,0 m/s
cdir= 1,0 cdir= 1,0
cseason= 1,0 cseason= 1,0
vb,0= 21,0 m/s vb,0= 21,0 m/s
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4.5 Global analysis by SFS-EN 1993-1-1 + AC 
4.5.1 Effects of deformed geometry of the structures 
The internal forces and moments can generally be determined using either first-order 
analysis, using the initial geometry of the structure or second-order analysis, taking into 
account the influence of the deformation of the structure. The effects of the deformed 
geometry (second-order effects) should be considered if they increase the action effects 
significantly or modify significantly the structural behavior. [15] 
First order analysis can be used for the structure, if the increase of the relevant 
internal forces or moments or any other change of structural behavior caused by 
deformations can be neglected. This condition may be assumed to be fulfilled, if the 
following criterion is satisfied: 
 
where:  
αcr       is the factor by which the design loading would have to be increased  
 to cause elastic instability in a global mode 
FEd      is the design loading on the structure 
Fcr        is the elastic critical buckling load for global instability mode based on   
          initial elastic stiffnesses [15] 
Portal frames with shallow roof slopes and beam-and-column type plane frames 
in buildings may be checked for sway mode failure with first order analysis if the 
criterion given above is satisfied for each storey. In these structures αcr can be calculated 
using the following approximative formula, provided that the axial compression in the 
beams or rafters is not significant: 
 
where: 
 HEd     is the design value of the horizontal reaction at the bottom of the  
 storey to the horizontal loads and fictitious horizontal loads 
VEd      is the total design vertical load on the structure on the bottom of  
the storey 
δH,Ed      is the horizontal displacement at the top of the storey, relative to the 
bottom of the storey, when the frame is loaded with horizontal loads  
            (e.g. wind) and fictitious horizontal loads which are applied at each floor level  
h          is the storey height  
All terms are presented in Figure 4.13. [15] 
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Figure 4.13. Notation for αcr formula above [15, p. 31] 
 
To use the approximative formula for αcr  given above, must following criterions be 
fulfilled: 
- in the absence of more detailed information a roof slope may be taken to be 
shallow if it is not steeper that 1:2 (26°). 
- in the absence of more detailed information the axial compression in the beams 
or rafters may be assumed to be significant if 
  
where: 
NEd     is the design value of the compression force,  
λ̅         is the inplane non dimensional slenderness calculated for the  
           beam or rafters considered as hinged at its ends of the system  
           length measured along the beams of rafters. 
A        area of the beam or rafter 
fy yield strength [15] 
4.5.2 Structural stability of frames 
The influence of the deformation of the structure should be taken into account in the 
following way using plastic analysis: 
- if factor αcr is ≥ 15, the second-order analysis P-Δ- effects should not be taken 
into account in plastic global analysis, The structure is non-sway. If αcr is < 15, 
the frame is in a sway mode in plastic global analysis. 
The influence of the deformation of the structure should be taken to account in the 
following way using elastic analysis: 
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- if factor αcr  ≥ 10, the second-order analysis P-Δ- effects should not be taken into 
account in the elastic global analysis, The structure is non-sway. If αcr is < 10, 
the frame is in a sway mode in elastic global analysis. 
- if 3  ≤  αcr  < 10,  For single storey frames designed on the basis of elastic global 
analysis second order sway effects due to vertical loads can be calculated by 
increasing the horizontal loads HEd and equivalent loads VEdΦ due to 
imperfections and other possible sway effects according to first order theory by 
the factor: 
 
- if facror αcr  < 3, more accurate second order analysis applies. 
For multi-storey frames second order sway effects can be calculated by means of the 
method given in above provided that all storeys have a similar distribution of vertical 
loads, distribution of horizontal loads and distribution of frame stiffness with respect to 
the applied storey shear forces. [15] 
4.5.3 Imperfections 
Appropriate allowances should be incorporated in the structural analysis to cover the 
effects of imperfections, including residual stresses and geometrical imperfections such 
as lack of verticality, lack of straightness, lack of flatness, lack of fit and any minor 
eccentricities present in joints of the unloaded structure. The assumed shape of global 
imperfections and local imperfections may be derived from the elastic buckling mode of 
a structure in the plane of buckling considered. Both in and out of plane buckling 
including torsional buckling with symmetric and asymmetric buckling shapes should be 
taken into account in the most unfavorable direction and form. For frames sensitive to 
buckling in a sway mode the effect of imperfections should be allowed for in frame 
analysis by means of an equivalent imperfection in the form of an initial sway 
imperfection and individual bow imperfections of members. The imperfections may be 
determined from: 
- global initial sway imperfections, see Figure 4.14. 
       
where: 
φ0        is the basic value: φ0 = 1/200 
αh       is the reduction factor for height h applicable to columns: 
 
h        is the height of the structure in meters 
αm      is the reduction factor for the number of columns in a row:  
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 m       is the number of columns in a row including only those columns     
           which carry a vertical load NEd  not less than 50% of the average   
value of the column in the vertical plane considered  
 
Figure 4.14. Equivalent sway imperfections [15, p. 33] 
 
For building frames sway imperfections may be disregarded where HEd ≥ 0,15 VEd. [15] 
 The internal forces and moments of researced frame cases are given in Chapter 
5. Also in Chapter 5 is defined usage of first-order or second-order analysis. 
4.6 Load combinations 
The relevant permanent and imposed loads should be determined for each design 
situation identified in accordance with EN 1990. A distinction should be made between 
ultimate limit states and serviceability limit states. [11] 
Design for limit states should be based on the use of structural and load models 
for relevant limit states. It should be verified that no limit state is exceeded when 
relevant design values for actions, material properties, product properties and 
geometrical data are used in these models. The verifications should be carried out for all 
relevant design situations and load cases. The selected design situations should be 
considered and critical load cases identified. For a particular verification load cases 
should be selected, identifying compatible load arrangements, sets of deformations and 
imperfections that should be considered simultaneously with fixed variable actions and 
permanent actions. [11] 
4.6.1 Ultimate limit states 
The limit states that concern the safety of people, and/or the safety of the structure 
should be classified as ultimate limit states. States prior to structural collapse, which for 
simplicity, are considered in place of the collapse itself, can be treated as ultimate limit 
states. The following ultimate limit states should be verified where they are relevant: 
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- loss of equilibrium of the structure or any part of it, considered as a rigid body; 
- failure by excessive deformation, transformation of the structure or any part of it 
into a mechanism, rupture, loss of stability of the structure or any part of it, 
including supports and foundations; 
- failure caused by fatigue or other time-dependent effects. [11] 
 
 
 
Table 4.13. Recommended values of ψ factors for buildings [11, p. 81] 
 
For the purpose of reliability differentiation, consequences classes (CC) can be 
established by considering the consequences of failure or malfunction of the structure as 
given in Table 4.14. Three reliability classes RC1, RC2 and RC3 can be associated with 
the three consequences classes CC1, CC2 and CC3. [11] 
 
Table 4.14. Recommended Definition of consequences classes [11, p. 93] 
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One way of achieving reliability differentiation is by distinguishing classes of γF 
factors to be used in fundamental combinations for persistent design situations. For 
example, for the same design supervision and execution inspection levels, a 
multiplication factor KFI, see Table 4.15., can be applied to the partial factors. The 
factor KFI should not be used in fatigue or serviceability limit states. [11] 
Recommended values of ψ factors for buildings are given in Table 3.13. Design 
values of actions are shown in Table 4.16. 
 
Table 4.15. KFI factors for actions [11, p. 95] 
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Table 4.16. Design values of actions (STR/GEO), Set B [4, Annex A1] 
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4.6.2 Serviceability limit states 
Serviceability limit states that concern the functioning of the structure or structural 
members under normal use, the comfort of people and the appearance of the 
construction works, should be classified as serviceability limit states. A distinction 
should be made between reversible and irreversible serviceability limit states. The 
verification of serviceability limit states should be based on criteria concerning the 
following aspects:       
      -   deformations that affect on the appearance, the comfort of users, the   
functioning of the structure (including the functioning of machines or   
services) or that cause damage to finishes or non-structural members; 
- vibrations that cause discomfort to people, or  that limit the functional        
effectiveness of the structure 
- damage that is likely to adversely affect on the appearance, the durability or the 
functioning of the structure.  
For serviceability limit states the partial factors for actions should be taken as 1,0 except 
if differently specified in EN 1991 to EN 1999. Recommended values of ψ factors for 
buildings can be also taken from Table 4.13.  
 
Serviceability limit states: 
Characteristic combination (6.14b): 
Frequent combination (6.15b): 
Quasi-permanent combination (6.16b): 
The characteristic combination is normally used for irreversible limit states, the frequent 
combination for reversible limit states and the quasi-permanent combination for long-
term effects and the appearance of the structure. [11] 
 All ultimate limit and serviceability limit state load combinations used in 
calculations are given in Chapter 5. In all calculation cases the load combinations were 
defined individual. 
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4.7 Deformations and horizontal displacements  
Vertical and horizontal deformations should be calculated in accordance with EN 1992 
to EN 1999, by using the appropriate combinations of actions according to expressions 
(6.14a) to (6.16b) taking into account the serviceability requirements given in above. 
Special attention should be given to the distinction between reversible and irreversible 
limit states. Vertical deflections are represented schematically in Figure 4.15. [16] 
 
Figure 4.15. Definitions of vertical deflections. [11, p. 89] 
 
Key: 
wc       Precamber in the unloaded structural member 
w1       Initial part of the deflection under permanent loads of the relevant combination   
           of actions according to expressions  
w2       Long-term part of the deflection under permanent loads 
w3       Additional part of the deflection due to the variable actions of the relevant     
           combination of actions according to expressions 
wtot     Total deflection as sum of w1, w2, w3 
wmax   Remaining total deflection taking into account the precamber  
Horizontal displacements are represented schematically in Picture 4.16. [11] 
 
 
Figure 4.16. Definition of horizontal displacements. [11, p. 91] 
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Key: 
u      Overall horizontal displacement over the building height H 
ui      Horizontal displacement over a storey height Hi [11] 
 
Table 4.17. Serviceability limit states for deflection. [5, Annex 9, p. 5] 
 
When hollow-core slabs have been used, deformation limits given in Table 4.17. 
above are not necessarily adequate. It can be justifiable to use tightened deformation 
limits to ensure shear resistance of hollow-core units.  
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5 FRAME ANALYSIS 
 
All calculations have been done by Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis Professional 
2013 using Frame 2D Design component. Chosen dimensions and loads for frame 
designing have been given in Figure 5.1. The composite column sections have been 
changed as corresponding steel sections because chosen program cannot calculate 
composite sections. The column joints to foundations have been chosen as rigid and the 
joints of upper and bottom chords of the trusses to columns as pinned. Also brace 
members of steel trusses have pinned joints to chords without eccentricity. The columns 
of technical floor have been joined to composite columns by using rigid joints but the 
joints between beams and columns are pinned.  
The upper chord of the truss is supported in direction of the intermediate floor. 
In model that has been done in Member Definition menu by giving member length Ly a 
real value 0. In plane of the truss the buckling length has been set as 0,9L, where L is 
the length between nodes. The buckling length of brace members has been defined as 
0,9L in both directions. For the bottom chord the buckling length in two directions has 
been defined in chapter 5.5 and for the columns after each frame analysis using proper 
αcr. EI and EA of the bars connecting two portal frames have been considered 
approaching infinity so buckling length is also zero. EA and EI of the interconnector 
beams between frames have been assumed to approach infinite and joints between 
frames and beams are pinned. 
Maximum horizontal deflection limit for columns has been set as L/400 in the 
global analysis. For truss members the maximum value of vertical deflection has been 
decided to be L/400. These calculations are preliminary. The calculations given as 
appendixes 1-3 are made by others.  
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Figure 5.1. Design values for frame  
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5.1 Case 1, rigid one-bay frame 
 
Figure 5.1. Structural model Case 1 
 
5.1.1 Sections 
According to preliminary calculations, see Appendix 1, the composite columns should 
be approximately size 
D610x12,5, S355 + 8φ32, concrete K40 
EA=9,41x109 N 
EI=2,72x1014 Nmm2 
 
In the model column sections are chosen as WI450-60-30*400, S275 
EA=9,48x109 N 
EI=2,71x1014 Nmm2 
A=47400 mm2 
I=1356795000 mm4 
 
By choosing WI-section EA in composite and steel sections has 99% equivalence and 
EI 100%.  
 
Steel truss in the model: 
Top chord is 300x300x10, S355 
A1=112,6x102 mm2 
Braces are 200x200x12,5, S355 
Bottom chord is 250x250x12,5, S355 
A2=112,0x102 mm2 
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Beams on the roof: 
WI800-20-50x450, S355 
5.1.2 Loads 
All loads used in model have been given above. The dead loads for trusses in 
first and second story are 7,5 kN/m2 x 5,4m = 40,5 kN/m and in upper storeys 7,5 kN/m2 
x 10,8m =81,0 kN/m. Live load in first story is 2,5 kN/m2 x 5,4m = 13,5 kN/m, in 
second story 8,0 kN/m2 x 5,4m = 43,2 kN/m, in third and fourth storeys 5,0 kN/m2 x 
10,8m = 54,0 kN/m2and snow load on roof is 2,5 kN/m2 x 10,8m = 27,0 kN/m. The 
wind load for columns is 0,9 kN/m2 x 10,8m = 9,72 kN/m and point  wind load from the 
eaves 0,9 kN/m2 x 10,8m x 1,4m = 13,61 kN/m. ΔHEd values have been calculated next. 
ΔHEd= φiNEd,I and EC says that ΔHEd do not have to be more than 0,15 x VEd. 
 
Loads in all storeys, NEd: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
gstru,k= dead load of structures taken from model
1. Story: parking g1,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b1= 5,4 m q1,k= 2,5 kN/m2 , Category F, ψ0= 0,7 , Category F, ψ1= 0,7 , Category F, ψ2= 0,6
2. Story: parking g2,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b2= 5,4 m q2,k= 8,0 kN/m2 , Category D, ψ0= 0,7 , Category D, ψ1= 0,7 , Category D, ψ2= 0,6
3. Story: hyper g3,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b3= 10,8 m q3,k= 5,0 kN/m2 , Category D, ψ0= 0,7 , Category D, ψ1= 0,7 , Category D, ψ2= 0,6
4. Story: commercial g4,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b4= 10,8 m q4,k= 5,0 kN/m2 , Category E, ψ0= 1,0 , Category E, ψ1= 0,9 , Category E, ψ2= 0,8
5. Story: technical g5,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b5= 10,8 m qsnow ,k= 2,5 kN/m2 , ψ0= 0,7 , ψ1= 0,5 , ψ2= 0,2
qw ind,k= 0,90 kN/m2 , ψ0= 0,6 , ψ1= 0,2 , ψ2= 0,0
h= 26 m
d= 17 m
G1,k=db1g1,k= 688,5 kN
G2,k=db2g2,k= 688,5 kN
G3,k=db3g3,k= 1377,0 kN
G4,k=db4g4,k= 1377,0 kN
G5,k=db5g5,k= 1377,0 kN
Q1,k=db1qk,1= 229,5 kN
Q2,k=db2qk,2= 734,4 kN
Q3,k=db3qk,3= 918,0 kN
Q4,k=db4qk,4= 918,0 kN
Qsnow ,k=db5qsnow ,k= 459,0 kN
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φ factor: 
φ1=φ0αhαm= 0,0040
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 1,0 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 1,000
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,791
m1= 4
h1= 4,0
φ2=φ0αhαm= 0,0040
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 1,0 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 1,000
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,791
m2= 4
h2= 4,0
φ3=φ0αhαm= 0,0035
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 0,816 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 0,816
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,866
m3= 2
h3= 6,0
φ4=φ0αhαm= 0,0037
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 0,861 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 0,861
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,866
m4= 2
h4= 5,4
φ5=φ0αhαm= 0,0036
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 0,830 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 0,830
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,866
m5= 2
h5= 5,8  
 
ΔHEd values: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gk 2,72 kN 2,72 kN 4,87 kN 5,13 kN 4,95 kN
Qk 0,91 kN 2,90 kN 3,25 kN 3,42 kN 1,65 kN
5.story, ∆HEd,51.story, ∆HEd,1 2.story, ∆HEd,2 3.story, ∆HEd,3 4.story, ∆HEd,4
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Below is the load table taken from Robot. 
 
 
5.1.3  Load combinations 
Consequences class CC3→RC3→KFI=1,1 
 
1. 1,35KFI ∑Gk +ΔHEd 
2. 0,9 ∑Gk +ΔHEd 
3. 0,9 ∑Gk +1,5KFI Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
4. 1,15KFI ∑Gk +1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow +1,5KFI Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
5. 1,15KFI ∑Gk +1,5 KFIψ0∑Qk,DandF +1,5KFIψ0Qk,E +1,5 KFI Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
6. 1,15KFI ∑Gk +1,5 KFIψ0∑Qk,DandF +1,5KFIψ0Qk,E +1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow 
+1,5KFIQk,wind+ΔHEd 
7. 1,15KFI∑Gk +1,5KFIQk,snow+ΔHEd  
8. 1,15KFI∑Gk +1,5KFIQk,snow +1,5KFI ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
9. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFIψ0∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIψ0Qk,E+1,5KFIQk,snow+ΔHEd 
10. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFIψ0∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIψ0Qk,E+1,5KFIQk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
11. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd 
12. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
13. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
14. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd (no live load 
in 1. story) 
15. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 1. story) 
16. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd (no live load 
in 2. story) 
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17. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 2. story) 
18. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd (no live load 
in 3. story) 
19. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 3. story) 
20. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd (no live load in 4. story) 
21. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live 
load in 4. story) 
22. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+ΔHEd (no snow load in 5. story) 
23. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no snow load 
in 5. story) 
24. 1,0∑Gk+ΔHEd 
25. 1,0∑Gk+ψ1Qwind+ΔHEd 
26. 1,0∑Gk+ψ2∑Qk,DandF+ ψ2Qk,E+ψ2Qk,snow+ψ1Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
27. 1,0∑Gk+ψ2∑Qk,DandF+ ψ2Qk,E+ψ1Qk,snow+ψ2Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
28. 1,0∑Gk+ψ1∑Qk,DandF+ ψ1Qk,E+ψ2Qk,snow+ψ2Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
 
These loads were taken to model and were calculated. The analysis was made using 
linear analysis using beam elements of Robot calculation program. 
5.1.4 Forces and moments of the columns and displacements of the 
frame 
 
Figure 5.2. M-figure, load combination 13 
 
The bending moment of the columns gets largest value under commercial floors 
bottom chord. The largest moment is 1697 kNm, load combination 6. The moment gets 
smaller approaching foundations. Also in the side frame the columns at the second floor 
bottom chord level gets large moments. In this place largest moment is -1612 kNm, load 
combination 18.  
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Figure 5.3. V-figure, load combination 13 
 
The largest shear force of the columns is found from second level between top 
and bottom chords of the truss. The value is -2110 kN, load combination 15. Also large 
forces are found from hyper level. Maximum value at hyper floor is -1922 kN, load 
combination 15. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4. N-figure, load combination 13 
 
The normal force of the columns gets bigger approaching foundations. The 
largest value is 6477 kN, load combination 13, see Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.5. Max and min reactions from all load combinations  
 
Only maximum normal force is found from the group of support reactions. All 
other maximum loads are formed in upper levels.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.6. Deformation, load combination 13 
 
The minimum αcr value was found using load combination 13. To calculate 
αcr=(HEd/VEd)(h/δH,Ed), must the deformation in the most critical locations be defined. 
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Figure 5.7. Deformation, load combination 26 L/400=26000/400=65 mm  
 
As can be read from Figure 5.7. the displacement of the frame is not 
determinative. The maximum displacement is 8,4 mm in horizontal direction, defined of 
serviseability limit state using frequent load combination 6. The allowed value of 
displacement is 65 mm. The load combination might be also defined by using 
characteristic combination, see chapter 4.6.2. 
5.1.5 Buckling analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8. Buckling mode 4, load combination 13 αcr= 15,84     
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Figure 5.9. Buckling mode 11, load combination 13 αcr= 30,93 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Buckling mode 12, load combination 13 αcr= 32,19 
 
The frame will buckle according to calculations from the top of the parking 
levels, see Figure 5.8. The stiffness of the frame changes in this point, because the 
distance between columns in perpendicular direction to plane frame doubles. Some 
other buckling modes found are been given in Figures 5.9. and 5.10. 
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αcr values for load combination 13, modes 4, 11 and 12 apply to columns, see table 
below. 
 
 
To use the formula αcr=(HEd/VEd)(h/δH,Ed), given in SFS-EN 1993-1-1, must be 
checked that λb̅eam,y ≤ 0,3√(Afy/NEd), also the structure must be portal frames with 
shallow roof slopes. 
 
Ncr,beam,y=π2EIbeam,y/l2= 93649949 N 
E=210000 N/mm2 
Ibeam,y=A1H2[A2/A1/(1+A2/A1)]+A2H2[1/(1+A2/A1)]= 1,306x1010 mm4 
l= 17000 mm 
A=A1+A2= 22460 mm2 
fy= 355 N/mm2 
NEd= 2744000N 
λ̅beam,y=√(Afy/Ncr,beam,y)= 0,292 ≤ 0,3√(Afy/NEd)= 0,511 
 
The frame is a portal frame and roof slope is 0º so approximative 
formula for αcr can be used. 
 
 
The frame is non-sway and calculations can be done using plastic or elastic 
analysis. P-Δ-effect does not need to be taken in to account. The buckling length of 
Buckling analysis for columns has been done using load lombination number 13.
→NEd,4= 4629 kN NEd,11= 2910 kN →NEd,12= 5778 kN
A= 47400 mm2 I= mm4 i=√(I/A)= 169 mm2 E= 210000 N/mm2 fy= 275 N/mm2
L4= 6,00 m L11= 5,40 m L12= 4,00 m
αcr,4= 15,84 αcr,11= 30,93 αcr,12= 32,19 = criticat load factor
1/(1-1/αcr,4)= 1,067 →λ4=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,4))= 0,422 →Lcr,4=λπi√(E/fy)= 6193 m Lcr,4/L4= 1,03
1/(1-1/αcr,11)= 1,033 →λ11=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,11))= 0,381 →Lcr,11=λπi√(E/fy)= 5590 m Lcr,11/L11= 1,04
1/(1-1/αcr,12)= 1,032 →λ12=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,12))= 0,265 →Lcr,12=λπi√(E/fy)= 3888 m Lcr,12/L12= 0,97
1356795000
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columns seems to be almost same as column length. Based on Appendix 1 the utility 
ratios of columns were calculated for all loading combinations. The Figure 5.11. shows, 
that the utility ratio of frame members have maximum 11% excess. 
 
 
Figure 5.11. Utility ratio of frame members 
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5.2 Case 2, one-bay frame supported with stair shafts 
 
Figure 5.12. Structural model Case 2 
 
The difference between Case 1 and Case 2 is that in this case at all top chord levels has 
been added horizontal supports. 
5.2.1 Sections 
In this case have been used the same steel sections as in Case 1. 
5.2.2 Loads 
In this case have been used the same loads as in Case 1. 
5.2.3  Load combinations 
In this case have been used the same load combinations as in Case 1. 
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5.2.4 Forces and moments of the columns and displacements of the 
frame 
 
 
Figure 5.13. M-figure, load combination 13 
 
The bending moment of the columns gets largest value under commercial floors 
bottom chord. The largest moment is 1640 kNm, load combination 17. The moment 
gets smaller approaching foundations. Also in the side frame the columns at the second 
floor at bottom chord level gets large moments. In this place largest moment is -1529 
kNm, load combination 21.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.14. V-figure, load combination 13 
 
The largest shear force of the columns is found from second level between top 
and bottom chords of the truss. The value is -1792 kN, load combination 21. Also large 
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forces are found from hyper level. Maximum value at hyper floor is -1726 kN, load 
combination 15. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.15. N-figure, load combination 13 
 
The normal force gets bigger approaching foundations. The largest value is 6303 
kN, load combination 13. 
 
 
Figure 5.16. Max and min reactions from all load combinations  
 
Only maximum normal force is found from the group of support reactions. All 
other maximum loads are formed in upper levels.  
Comparing forces in Case 1 and Case 2 the forces in Case 2 are not remarkable 
smaller even though horizontal supports were used. According to calculations usage of 
horizontal supports in frames like this is not justifiable. 
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5.3 Case 3, rigid three-bay frame, truss h=1800mm 
Figure 5.17. Structural model Case 3 
5.3.1 Sections 
According to preliminary calculations, see Appendix 1 and 2, the composite columns in 
the middle should be approximately size  
D660x16, S355 + 16φ32, concrete K40 
EA=1,22x1010 N 
EI=4,30x1014 Nmm2 
 
In the model columns are chosen as P559x35, S355 
EA=1,21x1010 N 
EI=4,17x1014 Nmm2 
A=57616,8 mm2 
I= 1986346702 mm4 
 
And on side D610x12,5, S355 + 8φ32, concrete K40 
EA=9,41x109 N 
EI=2,72x1014 Nmm2 
 
In the model columns are chosen as P508x30, S355 
EA=9,46x109 N 
EI=2,71x1014 Nmm2 
A=45050,4 mm2 
I= 1291731227 mm4 
 
By choosing CHS-section EA in composite and steel sections on side has 99% 
equivalence and EI 100% and for columns in the middle EA 101% and EI 103%. 
 
Steel truss in the model: 
Top chord is 300x300x10, S355 
A1=112,6x102 mm2 
Braces are 200x200x10, S355 
Bottom chord is 250x250x12,5, S355 
A2=112,0x102 mm2 
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Beams on the roof: 
P508x30, S355 
5.3.2 Loads 
All loads have been defined same way as in Case 1. ΔHEd values are different 
because the number of columns is various. 
 
Loads in all storeys, NEd: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
gstru,k= dead load of structures taken from model
1. Story: parking g1,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b1= 5,4 m q1,k= 2,5 kN/m2 , Category F, ψ0= 0,7 , Category F, ψ1= 0,7 , Category F, ψ2= 0,6
2. Story: parking g2,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b2= 5,4 m q2,k= 8,0 kN/m2 , Category D, ψ0= 0,7 , Category D, ψ1= 0,7 , Category D, ψ2= 0,6
3. Story: hyper g3,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b3= 10,8 m q3,k= 5,0 kN/m2 , Category D, ψ0= 0,7 , Category D, ψ1= 0,7 , Category D, ψ2= 0,6
4. Story: commercial g4,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b4= 10,8 m q4,k= 5,0 kN/m2 , Category E, ψ0= 1,0 , Category E, ψ1= 0,9 , Category E, ψ2= 0,8
5. Story: technical g5,k= 7,5 kN/m2
b5= 10,8 m qsnow ,k= 2,5 kN/m2 , ψ0= 0,7 , ψ1= 0,5 , ψ2= 0,2
qw ind,k= 0,90 kN/m2 , ψ0= 0,6 , ψ1= 0,2 , ψ2= 0,0
h= 26 m
d= 17 m
G1,k=db1g1,k= 688,5 kN
G2,k=db2g2,k= 688,5 kN
G3,k=db3g3,k= 1377,0 kN
G4,k=db4g4,k= 1377,0 kN
G5,k=db5g5,k= 1377,0 kN
Q1,k=db1qk,1= 229,5 kN
Q2,k=db2qk,2= 734,4 kN
Q3,k=db3qk,3= 918,0 kN
Q4,k=db4qk,4= 918,0 kN
Qsnow ,k=db5qsnow ,k= 459,0 kN
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φ factor: 
φ1=φ0αhαm= 0,0038
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 1,0 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 1,000
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,750
m1= 8
h1= 4,0
φ2=φ0αhαm= 0,0038
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 1,0 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 1,000
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,750
m2= 8
h2= 4,0
φ3=φ0αhαm= 0,0032
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 0,816 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 0,816
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,791
m3= 4
h3= 6,0
φ4=φ0αhαm= 0,0034
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 0,861 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 0,861
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,791
m4= 4
h4= 5,4
φ5=φ0αhαm= 0,0033
φ0=1/200= 0,005
αh=2/√h= 0,830 2/3= 0,667 ≤ αh ≤ 1,0 → αh= 0,830
αm=√[0,5(1+1/m)]= 0,791
m5= 4
h5= 5,8  
 
ΔHEd values: 
 
 
 
 
 
Gk 2,58 kN 2,58 kN 4,44 kN 4,68 kN 4,52 kN
Qk 0,86 kN 2,75 kN 2,96 kN 3,12 kN 1,51 kN
4.story, ∆HEd,4 5.story, ∆HEd,51.story, ∆HEd,1 2.story, ∆HEd,2 3.story, ∆HEd,3
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Below is the load table taken from Robot. 
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5.3.3 Load combinations 
Consequences class CC3→RC3→KFI=1,1 
 
1. 1,35KFI ∑Gk +ΔHEd 
2. 0,9 ∑Gk +ΔHEd 
3. 0,9 ∑Gk +1,5KFI Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
4. 1,15KFI ∑Gk +1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow +1,5KFI Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
5. 1,15KFI ∑Gk +1,5 KFIψ0∑Qk,DandF +1,5KFIψ0Qk,E +1,5 KFI Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
6. 1,15KFI ∑Gk +1,5 KFIψ0∑Qk,DandF +1,5KFIψ0Qk,E +1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow 
+1,5KFIQk,wind+ΔHEd 
7. 1,15KFI∑Gk +1,5KFIQk,snow+ΔHEd  
8. 1,15KFI∑Gk +1,5KFIQk,snow +1,5KFI ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
9. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFIψ0∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIψ0Qk,E+1,5KFIQk,snow+ΔHEd 
10. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFIψ0∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIψ0Qk,E+1,5KFIQk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
11. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd 
12. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
13. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
14. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd (no live load 
in 1. story) 
15. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 1. story) 
16. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd (no live load 
in 2. story) 
17. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 2. story) 
18. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd (no live load 
in 3. story) 
19. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 3. story) 
20. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+ΔHEd (no live load in 4. story) 
21. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live 
load in 4. story) 
22. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+ΔHEd (no snow load in 5. story) 
23. 1,15KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no snow load 
in 5. story) 
24. 1,0∑Gk+ΔHEd 
25. 1,0∑Gk+ψ1Qwind+ΔHEd 
26. 1,0∑Gk+ψ2∑Qk,DandF+ ψ2Qk,E+ψ2Qk,snow+ψ1Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
27. 1,0∑Gk+ψ2∑Qk,DandF+ ψ2Qk,E+ψ1Qk,snow+ψ2Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
28. 1,0∑Gk+ψ1∑Qk,DandF+ ψ1Qk,E+ψ2Qk,snow+ψ2Qk,wind+ΔHEd 
29. 1,5KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 1. story span2 and 2. story span 1 and 3) 
30. 1,5KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 2. story span2 and 3. story span 1 and 3) 
31. 1,5KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 3. story span2 and 4. story span 1 and 3) 
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32. 1,5KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live load in 4. story span2 and 5. story span 1 and 3) 
33. 1,5KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live in span3) 
34. 1,5KFI∑Gk+1,5 KFI∑Qk,DandF+1,5KFIQk,E+1,5KFI ψ0Qk,snow+1,5KFI 
ψ0Qk,wind+ΔHEd(no live in span2) 
35. 1,0∑Gk+ψ1∑Qk,DandF+ ψ1Qk,E+ψ2Qk,snow+ψ2Qk,wind+ΔHEd (no live in span2) 
 
These loads were taken to model and were calculated. The analysis was made using 
linear analysis using beam elements of Robot calculation program. 
5.3.4 Forces and moments of the columns and displacements of the 
frame 
Figure 5.18. M-figure, load combination 13 
 
The bending moment of the columns gets largest value in side column under 
commercial floors bottom chord. The largest moment is 1365 kNm, load combination 
33. Also the left middle column in the same level under bottom chord gets large 
moments. In this place largest moment is 922 kNm, load combination 34. The moment 
gets smaller approaching foundations.  
 
Figure 5.19. V-figure, load combination 13 
 
The largest shear force of the columns is found from second level in side column 
between top and bottom chords of the truss. The value is -1851 kN, load combination 
34. Also large forces are found from hyper level in side columns. Maximum value at 
hyper floor side column is -1615 kN, load combination 34. The largest shear force in 
middle columns is in second levels left column, -1312 kN, load combination 34. 
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 Figure 5.20. N-figure, load combination 13 
 
The normal force gets bigger approaching foundations. The largest value is for 
side columns 6137 kN, load combination 34 and for middle columns 12 841 kN, load 
combination 33. 
 
Figure 5.21. Max and min reactions from all load combinations 
 
Only maximum normal force is found from the group of support reactions. All 
other maximum loads are formed in upper levels.  
 
Figure 5.22. Deformation, load combination 13 
 
The minimum αcr value was found using load combination 13. To calculate 
αcr=(HEd/VEd)(h/δH,Ed), must the deformation in the most critical locations be defined. 
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Figure 5.23. Deformation ,load combination 26 L/400=26000/400=65 mm 
 
As can be read from Figure 5.22. the displacement of the frame is not 
determinative. The maximum displacement is 10,1 mm in horizontal direction, defined 
of serviseability limit state using frequent load combination 26. The allowed 
displacement value is 65 mm.The load combination might be also defined by using 
characteristic combination, see chapter 4.6.2. 
5.3.5 Buckling analysis 
 
Figure 5.24. Buckling mode 1, load combination 13 αcr=13,29 
 
 
Figure 5.25. Buckling mode 6, load combination 13 αcr=24,13 
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Figure 5.26. Buckling mode 14, load combination 13 αcr=26,26 
 
The frame will buckle according to calculations from the top of the parking 
levels, see Figure 5.24. The stiffness of the frame changes in this point, because the 
distance between columns in perpendicular direction to plane frame doubles. Some 
other buckling modes found are been given in Figures 5.25. and 5.26. 
 
αcr values for load combination 13, modes 1, 6 and 14 apply to columns, see table 
below. 
 
To use the formula αcr=(HEd/VEd)(h/δH,Ed), given in SFS-EN 1993-1-1, must be 
checked that λb̅eam,y ≤ 0,3√(Afy/NEd), also the structure must be portal frames with 
shallow roof slopes. 
 
Ncr,beam,y=π2EIbeam,y/l2= 93649949 N 
E=210000 N/mm2 
Ibeam,y=A1H2[A2/A1/(1+A2/A1)]+A2H2[1/(1+A2/A1)]= 1,306x1010 mm4 
l= 17000 mm 
A=A1+A2= 22460 mm2 
fy= 355 N/mm2 
NEd= 2927000N 
λ̅beam,y=√(Afy/Ncr,beam,y)= 0,292 ≤ 0,3√(Afy/NEd)= 0,495 
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The frame is a portal frame and roof slope is 0º so approximative formula for αcr can be 
used. 
Middle columns: 
 
Side columns: 
 
Using thickened element mesh, all columns have been divided in four segments, the αcr 
value is slightly smaller. αcr values for load combination 13, modes 1, 6 and 14 apply to 
columns, see table below.  
 
Also in this case the frame is non-sway and calculations can be done using 
elastic analysis. P-Δ-effect does not need to be taken in to account. The buckling length 
of columns seems to be 1,15L for side columns and 1,0L for middle columns.  
Buckling analysis for columns has been done using load lombination number 13.
→NEd,1= 9226 kN NEd,6= 11429 kN →NEd,14= 5802 kN
A= 57617 mm2 I= mm4 i=√(I/A)= 186 mm2 E= 210000 N/mm2 fy= 355 N/mm2
L1= 6,00 m L6= 4,00 m L14= 5,40 m
αcr,1= 13,29 αcr,6= 24,13 αcr,14= 26,26 = criticat load factor
1/(1-1/αcr,1)= 1,081 →λ1=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,1))= 0,408 →Lcr,1=λπi√(E/fy)= 5795 Lcr,1/L1= 0,97
1/(1-1/αcr,6)= 1,043 →λ6=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,6))= 0,272 →Lcr,6=λπi√(E/fy)= 3864 Lcr,6/L6= 0,97
1/(1-1/αcr,14)= 1,040 →λ14=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,14))= 0,366 →Lcr,14=λπi√(E/fy)= 5198 Lcr,14/L14= 0,96
1986346702
Buckling analysis for columns has been done using load lombination number 13.
→NEd,1= 4328 kN NEd,6= 5406 kN →NEd,14= 2755 kN
A= 45050 mm2 I= mm4 i=√(I/A)= 169 mm2 E= 210000 N/mm2 fy= 355 N/mm2
L1= 6,00 m L6= 4,00 m L14= 5,40 m
αcr,1= 13,29 αcr,6= 24,13 αcr,14= 26,26 = criticat load factor
1/(1-1/αcr,1)= 1,081 →λ1=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,1))= 0,527 →Lcr,1=λπi√(E/fy)= 6822 Lcr,1/L1= 1,14
1/(1-1/αcr,6)= 1,043 →λ6=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,6))= 0,350 →Lcr,6=λπi√(E/fy)= 4530 Lcr,6/L6= 1,13
1/(1-1/αcr,14)= 1,040 →λ14=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,14))= 0,470 →Lcr,14=λπi√(E/fy)= 6083 Lcr,14/L14= 1,13
1291731227
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5.4 Case 4, rigid three-bay frame, truss h=1600mm  
 
Figure 5.27. Structural model Case 4 
 
5.4.1 Sections 
In this case analysis same steel sections have been used as in Case 3 for h=1800 mm 
trusses. 
5.4.2 Loads 
In this case have been used the same loads as in Case 3 for h=1800 mm trusses. 
5.4.3  Load combinations 
In this case have been used the same load combinations as in Case 3 for h=1800 mm 
trusses. 
5.4.4 Forces and moments of the columns and displacements of the 
frame 
 
Figure 5.28. M-figure, load combination 13 
 
The bending moments of the columns are almost the same in first to levels as 
they were in Case 3. The bending moment gets largest value in side column under 
commercial floor at the bottom chord level. The largest moment is 1525 kNm, load 
combination 34. Also the left middle column in the same level under the bottom chord 
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gets large moments. In this place largest moment is 1024 kNm, load combination 34. 
The moment gets smaller approaching foundations.  
 
Figure 5.29. V-figure, load combination 13 
 
The largest shear force of the columns is found from hyper level in side column 
between top and bottom chords of the truss. The value is -2028 kN, load combination 
34. Largest shear forces in middle columns is in second and third levels left columns,     
-1302 kN and 1307 kN, load combination 34. 
 
 Figure 5.30. N-figure, load combination 13 
 
The normal force gets bigger approaching foundations. The largest value is for 
side columns 6155 kN, load combination 34 and for middle columns 12 805 kN, load 
combination 33. 
 
Figure 5.31. Max and min reactions from all load combinations 
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Only maximum normal force is found from the group of support reactions. All 
other maximum loads are formed in upper levels.  
  
Figure 5.32. Deformation, load combination 13 
 
The minimum αcr value was found using load combination 13. To calculate 
αcr=(HEd/VEd)(h/δH,Ed), must the deformation in the most critican locations be defined. 
 
Figure 5.33. Deformation, load combination 26 L/400=26000/400=65m 
 
As can be read from Figure 5.33. the deformation of the frame is not 
determinative. The maximum deformation is 10,1 mm, defined of serviseability limit 
state using frequent load combination 26. The allowed deflection value is 65 mm.  The 
load combination might be also defined by using characteristic combination, see chapter 
4.6.2. 
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5.4.5 Buckling analysis 
 
Figure 5.34. Buckling mode 1, load combination 13 αcr=13,20 
 
Figure 5.35. Buckling mode 9, load combination 13 αcr=24,12 
 
Figure 5.36. Buckling mode 14, load combination 13 αcr=26,08 
 
The frame will buckle according to calculations from the top of the parking 
levels, se Figure 5.34. The stiffness of the frame changes in this point, because the 
distance between columns in perpendicular direction to plane frame doubles. Some 
other buckling modes found are been given in Figures 5.35. and 5.36. 
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αcr values for load combination 13, modes 1, 9 and 14 apply to columns. 
 
 
To use the formula αcr=(HEd/VEd)(h/δH,Ed), given in SFS-EN 1993-1-1, must be checked 
that λ̅̅̅b̅eam,y ≤ 0,3√(Afy/NEd), also the structure must be portal frames with shallow roof 
slopes. 
 
Ncr,beam,y=π2EIbeam,y/l2= 70696777 N 
E=210000 N/mm2 
Ibeam,y=A1H2[A2/A1/(1+A2/A1)]+A2H2[1/(1+A2/A1)]= 0,986x1010 mm4 
l= 17000 mm 
A=A1+A2= 22460 mm2 
fy= 355 N/mm2 
NEd= 4021000N 
λ̅b̅eam,y=√(Afy/Ncr,beam,y)= 0,336 ≤ 0,3√(Afy/NEd)= 0,422 
 
The frame is portal frame and roof slope is 0º so approximative 
formula for αcr can be used. 
 
Middle columns: 
 
 
Buckling analysis for columns has been done using load lombination number 13.
→NEd,1= 9200 kN NEd,6= 11400 kN →NEd,14= 5789 kN
A= 57617 mm2 I= mm4 i=√(I/A)= 186 mm2 E= 210000 N/mm2 fy= 355 N/mm2
L1= 6,00 m L6= 4,00 m L14= 5,40 m
αcr,1= 13,2 αcr,6= 24,12 αcr,14= 26,08 = criticat load factor
1/(1-1/αcr,1)= 1,082 →λ1=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,1))= 0,41 →Lcr,1=λπi√(E/fy)= 5822 Lcr,1/L1= 0,97
1/(1-1/αcr,6)= 1,043 →λ6=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,6))= 0,273 →Lcr,6=λπi√(E/fy)= 3869 Lcr,6/L6= 0,97
1/(1-1/αcr,14)= 1,040 →λ14=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,14))= 0,368 →Lcr,14=λπi√(E/fy)= 5222 Lcr,14/L14= 0,97
1986346702
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Side columns: 
 
 Also in this case the frame is non-sway and calculations can be done using 
elastic analysis. P-Δ-effect does not need to be taken into account. The buckling length 
of columns seems to be 1,15L for side columns and 1,0L for middle columns.  
 
Buckling analysis for columns has been done using load lombination number 13.
→NEd,1= 4348 kN NEd,9= 5428 kN →NEd,14= 2765 kN
A= 45050 mm2 I= mm4 i=√(I/A)= 169 mm2 E= 210000 N/mm2 fy= 355 N/mm2
L1= 6,00 m L9= 4,00 m L14= 5,40 m
αcr,1= 13,2 αcr,9= 24,12 αcr,14= 26,08 = criticat load factor
1/(1-1/αcr,1)= 1,082 →λ1=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,1))= 0,528 →Lcr,1=λπi√(E/fy)= 6830 Lcr,1/L1= 1,14
1/(1-1/αcr,9)= 1,043 →λ9=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,9))= 0,350 →Lcr,9=λπi√(E/fy)= 4522 Lcr,9/L9= 1,13
1/(1-1/αcr,14)= 1,040 →λ14=√(fyA/(αcrNEd,14))= 0,471 →Lcr,14=λπi√(E/fy)= 6093 Lcr,14/L14= 1,13
1291731227
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5.5 Buckling length of bottom chord  
When the top and bottom chords are connected to columns are the first bars of the 
bottom chord next the columns been under compression. The need of sideway support 
for these pressed bars must be investigated. The Eurocode provides in-plane buckling of 
chord members buckling length factor of 0,9L (0,9 times the system length of the chord 
member between the joints). Out-of-plane and in-plane buckling length factors of brace 
members are given in Eurocode as 0,75L. These and more information of buckling 
length factors can be found from Master Thesis made by Harm Boel, Buckling length 
factors of hollow section members in lattice girders, Eindhoven University of 
Technology, 2010. 
 
 
Figure 5.37. Buckling mode 2, load combination 9 αcr=15,84 
 
The bottom chord buckles same time with the frame so αcr value is also 15,84. In 
this research the chords and web members have not been divided, see Figures 5.37, 5.38 
and 5.39.   
 
1-bay frame, truss h=1800
I250x250x12,5= mm4 E= 210000 N/mm2
EI250x250x12,5= Nmm2
αcr= 15,84 NEd= 1188 kN L= 3400 mm
αcr=Ncr/NEd → Ncr=αcrNEd= 18818 kN
Lcr=π√(EI/Ncr)= 3345 mm
Lcr/L= 0,98
101610000
2,13381E+13
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Figure 5.38. Buckling mode 14, load combination 29 αcr=15,82 
 
 
 
Figure 5.39. N-figure 14, load combination 29  
 
In this research chords have been divided in 20 segments, each space between 
joints has four segments, and web members have been divided also in four segments. 
The bottom chord buckles same time with the frame so αcr value is also 15,82.  
 
1-bay frame, truss h=1800
I250x250x12,5= mm4 E= 210000 N/mm2
EI250x250x12,5= Nmm2
αcr= 15,82 NEd= 1188 kN L= 3400 mm
αcr=Ncr/NEd → Ncr=αcrNEd= 18794 kN
Lcr=π√(EI/Ncr)= 3347 mm
Lcr/L= 0,98
101610000
2,13381E+13
 
 
If necessary the buckling length of bottom chord can be calculated more closely. 
That can be done by modeling the stiffness in joints between web members and chords 
by using for example suitable spring constants. For calculated precision the buckling 
length of the bottom chord is approximately equal to the actual length L which is the 
measurement between first two joints.  
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To study buckling capacity of compressed bottom chord following calculations 
was made: 
λ¯=√(A250x250x12,5fy/Ncr)= √(11200 mm2x 355 N/mm2/18794000N)=0,460 
α=0,49 
φ=0,5[1+α(λˉ-0,2)+(λˉ)2]=0,670 
χ=1/[φ+√(φ2-(λˉ)2)]=0,864 
Nb,Rd=χA250x250x12,5fy/γM0=0,864x11200 mm2x 355 N/mm2/1,0=3435kN > NEd=1188 kN 
The buckling capacity Nb,Rd  is over twice as large as critical buckling load Ncr. But it 
also means that the bottom chord needs to be supported against out-of-plane buckling. 
The place for supports is in the first nodes where web members connect to bottom 
chord, 0,2L. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.40. Buckling mode 2, load combination 13 αcr=8,0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.41. N-figure, load combination 13 
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1-bay frame, truss h=1800
I200x200x12,5= mm4 E= 210000 N/mm2
EI200x200x12,5= Nmm2
αcr= 8,0 NEd= 2420 kN L= 2284 mm
αcr=Ncr/NEd → Ncr=αcrNEd= 19360 kN
Lcr=π√(EI/Ncr)= 2281 mm
Lcr/L= 1,00
48590000
1,02039E+13
 
 
This calculation was made to check is the model functioning reliably. For pinned 
jointed bar buckling length is Lcr=1,0L and calculations based on Robot model gave the 
same result.   
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6  CONCLUSIONS ON FRAME ANALYSIS 
6.1 Results 
The largest forces appear in hyper and commercial levels. Normally column sizes can 
be smaller in upper levels, but in our cases the critical places are in all Cases in upper 
storys. In one-bay frame the maximum moment of columns appear under technical level 
bottom chord, Md=1697 kNm, load combination 6. In Case 3, three-bay frame truss 
h=1800 mm, the largest moment is been discovered from the same place, Md=1442 
kNm and in Case 4, three-bay frame truss h=1600 mm, Md=1619 kNm. These both 
maximum moments are found using load combination 14. The bending moments are 
biggest in one-bay frame, about 15 % larger than in Case 3. In Case 4 the steel trusses in 
hyper and commercial levels are 200 mm lower than in Cases 3. That explains why the 
bending moments are 12 % bigger in columns. In first two levels the moments are 
almost equal comparing Cases 3 and 4. The bending moments are diminishing when 
approaching foundations. The largest support moment for Case 1 is Md=-619 kNm, load 
combination 6, for Cases 3 and 4 Md=-554 kNm, load combination 29. The largest 
support moment of one-bay frame is 12 % bigger than in Cases 3 and 4, see Table 6.1. 
 
Table 6.1. Calculation results of Cases 1, 2 and 3 
  Case 1 Case 3 Case 4 
Md,max,column [kNm] 1697 1442 1619 
Md,max,support [kNm] 619 554 554 
Nd,max,column [kN] 6477 
6929 / 
14648 
6865 / 
14614 
Vd,max,column [kN] -2110 -1956 -2226 
Nd,first brace member [kN] 2420 2193 2403 
Nd,first top chord member [kN] -2747 -2465 -2720 
Nd,first bottom chord member [kN] 1188 946 953 
αcr 15,84 13,29 13,20 
 
 The largest normal forces of the columns are naturally found from the supports. 
In one-bay frame the largest normal force is Nd=6477 kN, load combination 13. In Case 
3 it is Nd=6829 kN for side columns and Nd=14648 kN for middle columns, load 
combination 14. In Case 4 it is Nd=6865 kN for side columns and Nd=14614 kN for 
middle columns, load combination 14, see Table 6.1.  
 In one-bay frame the maximum shear force appear under hyper level bottom 
chord, Vd=-2110 kN, load combination 15. The secondly determinative place is in hyper 
level Vd=-1922 kN, load combination 15. In Case 3 the largest shear forces are in same 
places Vd=-1956 kN and Vd=-1789 kN, load combination 14. In Case 4 the places of 
maximum shear forces change places. The largest forces are in hyper level under steel 
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truss Vd=-2226 kN and in second parking level Vd=-1977 kN, load combinations 14. 
The maximum values of shear forces on supports are Vd=495 kN, load combinations 17 
in Case 1 and approximately Vd=462 kN, load combinations 29, in Cases 3 and 4. The 
lower steel truss has great influence on shear forces. In hyper level using 1600 mm high 
trusses the shear force is 38% larger than using 1800 mm high trusses, see Table 6.1.  
 In Appendix 4 is been given bar forces of the steel trusses, load combination 13. 
In Case 1 force in first brace member is largest in 3. storey 2420 kN. In the first top 
chord member the force is maximum -2747 kN in 2. storey. It is almost as large in 3. 
storey. In the first bottom chord member the force is maximum 1188 kN in 2. storey. In 
Case 3, truss height h=1800 mm, the force in the first brace member is 2193 kN. It has 
been reached in 3. storey. In the first top chord member the force is maximum -2465 kN 
in 2. storey. In the first bottom chord member the force is maximum 946 kN in 2. 
storey. In Case 4, truss height h=1600 mm, the force in the first brace member is 2403 
kN. It is also in 3. level and it is 17 kN smaller than using frame system given in Case 1. 
In Case 3 the force in the same place is over 200 kN smaller than in Case 4. In the first 
top chord member the force is maximum -2720 kN in 3. storey and in first bottom chord 
member 953 kN in 2. storey, see Table 6.1. Also these both forces are larger than using 
200 mm higher steel truss. 
 In the researched Cases the frame stabilized itself so displacements are under 
L/400. In one-bay frame the displacement is 8,4 mm, load combination 26, and the 
permitted value is 65 mm. In Cases 3 and 4 the displacement is 10,1 mm also using load 
combination 26. 
 The frame is in all Cases non-sway and P-Δ-effect does not need to be taken into 
account.  In Case 1 is the αcr=15,84 and Lcr/L=1,03, in Case 3 is the αcr=13,29 and 
Lcr/L=1,14 for side columns and Lcr/L=0,97 for middle columns and in Case 4 is the 
αcr=13,20 and Lcr/L=1,14 for side columns and Lcr/L=0,97 for middle columns. The 
buckling length of the bottom chord is Lcr/L=0,98 calculated using Case 1, see Table 
6.1. 
The sizes of the columns are determined by the normal forces, bending moments 
and vertical loads as well as factor αcr. Now all joints between top chord and columns 
are assumed to be rigid. In practice they are semi-rigid joints. One way to diminish 
column sizes might be designing joints using appropriate springs so the moments and 
shear forces on supports would be smaller.   
 Comparing Cases 1 and 2 can be seen that the bending moments and normal and 
shear forces do not smaller significantly. In Case 1 bending moments columns in load 
combination 13 are under first and second parking levels, hyper level and commercial 
level Md=506/1149/1400/1664 kNm. In Case 2 they are Md=470/1205/1042/1637 kNm. 
Where the largest moment are found the difference is only 1,5 %. In ground level the 
shear forces are also almost the same, see Figures 5.5. and 5.16.  
  Arto Sivill has done calculations of one-bay steel truss and composite columns 
used in braced frame, see Appendix 3. The calculations show that using same frame 
dimensions and loads as used in Case 3, the composite columns in the middle could be 
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D559x12,5, S355 + 16φ32, concrete K40 instead of D660x16, S355 + 16φ32, concrete 
K40. Using rigid non-sway frame the composite columns are about two sizes bigger 
than using braced frame. Using braced frame, the steel truss has pinned joints to 
columns, the steel truss is lightweight but the frame must be stabilized in both directions 
using extra structures. Using this frame structure the bottom chord is only under tensile 
stress so it can be flat steel. 
6.2 Result evaluation 
Calculations indicate that in the limits of chosen structural dimensions the frame is non-
sway and works without extra horizontal supports. The forces in connections of steel 
trusses and composite columns are large and because of them also columns are massive 
enough. The columns are about 50-100 mm bigger than if the frame would be stabilized 
using shear walls and the steel truss would be one-bay says Arto Sivil.   
In this research no attention was paid to the joints. They were assumed to be 
either rigid or pinned. The actual stiffness of the joints influences much to the 
distribution of the forces and should be taken in to account. According to EN 1993-1-8 a 
joint can be classified as rigid, semi-rigid or nominally pinned according to its rotational 
stiffness, by comparing its initial rotational stiffness Sj,ini with the real behavior of the 
joint. At top and bottom chords comes great forces to columns and also these points 
should be carefully designed. 
 Reduction factors αΑ and αn were not used in this research. Also imposed loads, 
categories D, E, F, were assumed to appear simultaneously to rationalize number of load 
combinations. The self weight of the frame members, main girders and columns, were 
not taken into account when calculating φ factor. All these facts have influence to the 
results. This influence has been assumed to be meaningless because stiffnesses of the 
joints have not been modeled and sections of the frame members are also preliminary 
dimensioned. 
The analysis of sway frame is more complicated than in braced frame because 
forces in trusses of intermediate floor and in columns are depending on each other. The 
structure must be analyzed at least as plane frame structure. If the stiffness of the steel 
trusses or sections of composite columns are changed, the whole structure (joints, 
columns and main girders) must be dimensioned all over again.  
Benefits of rigid frame are given in chapter 1.1. The hypothesis that the rigid 
frame do not need concrete shafts or bracings as support in direction of the frame is 
shown to realistic in this study. This gives extra freedom for architects and mechanical 
engineers to implement exit routs etc. as needed, not based on structural behavior. The 
stability in opposite direction of the frame must be studied separately. The stability in 
opposite direction can be handled with steel trusses. This can be uneconomic because 
there can be required almost same number of trusses as in researched direction. The 
direction parallel to plane frame can be stabilized using shear walls or struts. This can 
be a notable cost.   
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The height of continuous intermediate floor truss is a bit lower than using one-
bay trusses and also spans can be a little longer. The deformation of trusses can be 
better controlled, too. In rigid frame the lateral forces have been divided evenly for 
columns. If piles are needed to support the building, number of diagonal piles is smaller 
than using braced frame. Using rigid frame moment resisting joints between columns 
and trusses help the frame in installation situation and the frame stability is much better 
than using braced frame. 
For the braced frame the buckling length of the columns is equal to or less than 
the story height and for the unbraced frame the effective length always is greater than 
the actual length, has been said in chapter 3.2. According to this research buckling 
lengths for one-bay frames continuous composite column was Lcr/L=1,03 and for three-
bay frames side columns Lcr/L=1,14. In three-bay frames situation buckling length for 
middle columns was Lcr/L=0,97. Calculating buckling length for middle columns by 
SFS-ENV 1993-1-1:1992, Annex E, see chapter 3.3, in hyper level, μ1=0,51, η2=0,58, 
the Lcr/L=0,72 for non-sway frame. In Figure 3.9. the value for pinned jointed 
continuous columns is Lcr/L=1,0 which is close to received value Lcr/L=0,97. If the 
joints between top and bottom chords and columns were changed to model as rigid 
joints, the αcr=13,69 and  Lcr/L=0,95. The difference between the values is small. 
Buckling length for bottom chord was according to calculations Lcr/L=0,98. In 
place where axial force changes as tension should the support of the bottom be carefully 
considered. This received result is close to Lcr=L and can be kept as average. The model 
was checked by calculating buckling length for pinned bar.  Calculations based on 
Robot model gave about Lcr=1,0L, see Table 3.1, which is also theoretical buckling 
length of pinned compression members.  
6.3 Suggestions for future research 
This research has concentrated on the frame and how it acts in chosen limits. So the 
main focus has been in columns and frame dimensions. The truss has been dealt only as 
beam stiff enough. Optimizing of rigid trusses should be done. 
In this research joints have been assumed to act as rigid or pinned joints and for 
joint detailing have not been paid any attention. For joints of continuous steel trusses 
and composite columns have not yet been developed standardized joints or joints have 
not been optimized. The cost-effective place for joints should be examined. In model 
shopping center frame vitaposki-structure (concrete filled compressed diagonal) was 
used to shorten the top chord span in fire situation. In fire situation the first diagonal and 
top chord of the steel truss were functioning and fire protected. The semi-rigid joint in 
top chord was made under first two web members. The joint was expensive and difficult 
to design and execute. Bottom chord had pinned conventional joint to columns. Would 
there be a better solution to execute the joints? That would be necessary and interesting 
topic for future research. The real stiffness of joints should be taken into account in 
calculations because it affects on the distribution of forces. One option could be pinned 
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joint between columns and steel trusses, the joint would not have moment resistance, or 
hyprid solution that takes into account joint stiffnesses.  
If the frame would be designed as a sway structure, the dimensioning of 
composite columns would be very difficult. For example dimensioning in fire situation 
should be done using more accurate second order analysis, SFS-EN 1994-1-1 section 
4.4. By using existing design tools that cannot be solved neither by calculating it old-
fashioned by hand. Also dimensioning by table given in SFS-EN 1994 sections 4.2.3.1-
4.2.3.4 cannot be used for sway frames. Tool for fire analyses should be developed.   
In our example building top chords of steel trusses were mono-symmetrical 
uniformed I-members and to their dimensioning can be found guides, for example 
NCCI: Mono-symmetrical uniform members under bending and axial compression, 
Access steel. Dimensioning of WQ- member under bending and axial compression 
should be researched. Also optimizing should be done between I- and WQ-top chords. 
 Where the top and bottom chords are connected to columns are the first bars of 
the bottom chord next the columns been under compression. To determinate the 
buckling length value should the exact rotational stiffness of the joint be determined. In 
the buckling length of bottom chord is not been oriented well in literature and in this 
research only as perfunctory. The possible buckling supports used gives that 
Lcr/L=0,75…1,0. The need of sideway support for these compressed bars should be 
investigated thorough. Dippakommentti? s.38 0,32xalapaarteen pituus. 
 To borrow indirectly thoughts of one experienced engineer: “Right now are not 
available potential tools to dimension steel members, composite members or joints of 
sway frames in ultimate and serviceability limit states nor in fire situation. The analysis 
program should be able to count forces at least in plane frame, in limit states and in fire 
situation, to all critical load combinations. It should count automatically αcr and possible 
amplification factor for lateral forces. It should also be able to calculate displacements, 
design composite columns in ultimate limit state and in fire situations and design 
members of main girders and joints in all chosen limit states. The buckling length of 
bottom chords should be able to set separately for all load combinations.“ That is a long 
list of requirements for one analysis program and it remain to be seen how long it takes 
to develop this tool. 
In the National Building Code of Finland E1 has been presented requirements 
for buildings in case of fire. According to E1 the load-bearing constructions of the 
works should sustain in case of fire for the imposed minimum duration of time. Other 
fire safety requirements deals with the safety of occupants, limiting spread of fire and 
smoke, ensuring safety of rescue team and minimizing material destruction. The fire 
safety requirement is deemed to be satisfied if the building is designed and executed by 
applying the fire classes and numerical criteria provided by regulations and guidelines 
given in E1. This procedure is quite stiff and it does not consider all characteristics of 
buildings. For example automatic fire-extinguishing system has enormous influence in 
the development of the fire. More flexible way to fulfill the fire requirement is to use 
performance-based fire designing. Fire loads as well as duration of time directed to 
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structural members are determined case by case in fire situation.  The fire simulation 
models based on performance-based fire designing is functioning well in large spaces 
such as shopping centres and sport centres.  Using performance-based fire designing can 
be noticed individual qualities of buildings as well as fire units and use of sprinklers. 
Fire protections are expensive so using this method the need for them is optimized and 
thereby cost-effective. Influence of automatic fire-extinguishing system should be 
researched more closely. Maybe in future the need of fire protections is nonexistence in 
intermediate floor steel girders when sprinklers are used. The critical temperature for 
steel members is between 450 - 600°C and it is achieved in 10 to 30 minutes after 
beginning of fire situation. The water spray could decrease the temperature enough.    
The dynamic inspections are not checked in this research. In briefing, more 
information of vibrations will be found from book The AISC/CISC Design Guide 11, 
Floor Vibrations due Human Activity. 
Also the sensibility of the frame for settlements of the foundations has not been 
researched. For rigid frame the possible settlement of the support might be from 10 to 
20 mm and its effect to forces should be checked.  
It seems that that the rigid frame might stabilize at least one more level. In future 
that should be considered as well as 10,8 x 17 m2 column grid also in parking levels. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
Preliminary dimensioning for composite columns used in case 1 and in 
case 3 and 4 as side columns. 
 
Calculations have been made by Arto Sivill. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
Preliminary dimensioning for composite columns used in case 3 and 4 as 
middle columns. 
 
Calculations have been made by Arto Sivill. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
Dimensioning for frame members in case the frame has been supported 
against lateral forces for example with stair wells. 
 
Calculations have been made by Arto Sivill. 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
Bar forces of steel trusses [kN] of load combination 13, in Cases 1, 3 and 
4. 
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